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SFFxSWITCH to cement Singapore 
as global fi ntech hub as deal sizes 
and sustainable fi nance increase 
and new digital banks emerge

Fintech hub 
poised for 
next stage
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The Edge Singapore is honoured to be the 

official media partner of the Singapore 

FinTech Festival for the third consecutive 

year. SFF2018 was already the world’s 

largest fintech festival; SFFxSWITCH 

2019 (Singapore Week of Innovation and TeCH-

nology) promises to be bigger and better. It will 

showcase use cases of exciting new technology 

such as blockchain/distributed ledger techno-

logy, artificial intelligence (AI) and new forms of 

data analytics. 

In the past 55 years, Singapore has trans-

formed from a colonial backwater into a ship-

ping, transhipment and air hub, and a financial 

centre. In our Cover Story, Jacqueline Loh, dep-

uty managing director of Monetary Authority of 

Singapore (MAS), outlines its next phase as a 

fintech hub.

SFFxSWITCH with its MATCH (Meet  Asean’s 

Talents and Champions) platform and Deal Fri-

days will bring new investments into Singa-

pore, boosting the city state’s position as an 

asset management hub. As a fintech hub, Sin-

gapore will continue to encourage innovation 

and new technologies including blockchain to 

improve financial services, making trade fi-

nance and cross-border payments faster and 

cheaper.

This year, SFFxSWITCH, to be held from Nov 

11 to 15, is organised by MAS, Enterprise Sin-

gapore and National Research Foundation Sin-

gapore in collaboration with The Association of 

Banks Singapore and SingEx. In an interview, En-

terprise Singapore assistant CEO Edwin Chow de-

scribes how his organisation nurtures start-ups.

Sustainability is one of the themes of SFFx-

SWITCH 2019. Two of our stories highlight fin-

tech’s role in addressing two of the most press-

ing concerns of our time: climate change and 

sustainability. Mikkel Larsen, chief sustainabili-

ty officer of DBS Group Holdings, explains how 

fintech can be used for good in sustainable digi-

tal finance. On the other hand, the work needed 

to reach a common global standard to measure 

sustainability in finance is challenging. 

In a separate interview Julia Walker, head of 

market development, risk, for Asia-Pacific at Re-

finitiv, and co-author of Sustainable Develop-

ment Goals: Harnessing Business to Achieve the 

SDGs through Finance, Technology and Law Re-

form, says fintech can help direct capital into 

sustainable finance. 

ALBERT CHUA/THE EDGE SINGAPORE

Race to be Singapore’s next digital banks  
Singapore banks have already created stan-

dalone digital banks — digibank by DBS and 

TMRW by United Overseas Bank (UOB). 

With applications for two digital full bank li-

cences and three digital wholesale bank licenc-

es to be awarded in mid-2020 now open, digital 

banks and digital banking were actively discussed 

by our interviewees. One point of discussion was 

the difference between digital banking and a dig-

ital bank. The former is part of an omni-channel 

strategy in which customers use a banking app 

as one of the products and services offered by a 

bank. A digital bank, meanwhile, is a mono-chan-

nel in which the bank uses data to engage cus-

tomers as its primary goal and business model.

NEC Corp’s director of digital integration di-

vision, Daiichi Iwata, says digital banking will 

be different from traditional banking, as it is 

“based on a deeper understanding of people and 

businesses, with data to provide services on de-

mand. Banking is about understanding people 

and businesses, and technology is about pro-

viding better insights and more information for 

banks and financial institutions”. 

Lim Chung Chun, chairman and CEO of 

 iFAST, says in an interview that iFAST, via a con-

sortium, is keen to apply for a digital wholesale 

bank licence in Singapore. He says iFAST will 

submit its application “just before” the deadline, 

as the company is currently preparing the rele-

vant paperwork.

In the second quarter of last year, iFAST 

 announced that its wholly-owned subsidiary 

 iFAST Hong Kong had submitted an application 

to the Hong Kong Monetary Authority for a vir-

tual banking licence but was not shortlisted for 

the next phase. 

Other digital bank aspirants in Singapore are 

Singapore Telecommunications, Grab Holdings, 

Razer, Validus Capital, Oversea-Chinese Bank-

ing Corp, Vertex Ventures and Keppel Corp. 

They are reported to be interested in applying 

for the new digital bank licences either on their 

own or as part of a consortium. On the other 

hand, local cross-border start-up Nuim (formerly 

 Instarem) has withdrawn from the race.

The last word on digital bank licences goes 

to Susan Hwee, head of group technology 

and operations at 85-year-old UOB: “Barriers 

to entry for technology are very low. Beyond 

technology, we have to understand banking 

and regulations. Banking is about trust, and 

making money in banking is about risk man-

agement; and you have to be profitable to sus-

tain a return to shareholders, which is very 

important.” 

Fintech for good 
Financial inclusion through fintech is one of the 

great opportunities emerging from innovation. 

Financial inclusion drives development and eco-

nomic growth. To this end, the API Exchange, or 

APIX (API stands for application programming 

interface), was launched in SFF2018. The plat-

form brings together banks and fintechs, and al-

lows them to conduct experiments in a sandbox. 

Asean’s smaller rural banks can access fintech 

solutions to drive digital transformation and fi-

nancial inclusion.

So far, APIX has signed up 70 banks and 150 

fintech start-ups across 19 countries. MAS chief 

fintech officer Sopnendu Mohanty explains how 

APIX works, as well as its challenges and oppor-

tunities. 

For Japan’s Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp, 

its underlying aim of pushing for innovation is 

to build trust among its partners and with its 

customers, says Desmond Lee, Head of IT, Plan-

ning Department, Asia Pacific division. For the 

bank, innovation is an ongoing effort, adds 

Masayuki Nagatomo, SMBC’s Head of Asia In-

novation Centre. 

Prudential is a glowing example of using 

technology for good, by encouraging people to 

live healthier lives. In 2017, it adopted its “3Ps” 

strategy of prevention, protection and postpone-

ment for its customers. Under “prevention”, 

customers are given “simple nudges”, encour-

aging them to eat better and adopt a healthier 

diet. “Protection” serves customers with existing 

healthcare conditions while “postponement” en-

courages immediate treatment to delay the se-

verity and degradation of illnesses. The insurer 

continues to use cutting edge technology such 

as AI and data analytics with strategic partners 

to help customers meet their 3P goals.

Four years since the first SFF, fintech has be-

come a central part of our lives. It is used in 

healthtech, insuretech, banking, wealth man-

agement, sustainability and climate change; it 

improves financial inclusion and development in 

Asean, and boosts Singapore’s hub status. The 

journey continues. E
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69% for those aged 65 and above, a sign 

that people become more proactive in look-

ing after their health as they age.

Rethinking insurance
Apart from playing an integral role in every 

phase of its customers’ healthcare needs, 

Prudential is going a step further with its 

innovative financial solutions. For one, it 

has been rewarding customers with the pri-

vate hospital rider in its PRUExtra Premier 

policy with a 20% premium if they do not 

make any claims in a year. So far, Goh says 

over 80% of Prudential’s customers on this 

plan have benefited. 

With better health also comes longer 

life expectancy. As such, the most recent 

policy rolled out by the insurer in Septem-

ber sees it extending its group insurance 

to corporate clients aged up to 100. “This 

is a huge difference from traditional group 

policies,” says Goh, who notes that such 

policies usually cover employees up to the 

age of 75 and include covers for hospitali-

sation, surgeries, and outpatient as well as 

dental services. 

Longer life coverage also means a slew of 

newer policies such as the PRUActive Retire-

ment and PRUActive Saver policies, which 

serve to protect customers for more years. 

For example, PRUActive Retirement provides 

Singaporeans with a “stable nest egg upon 

retirement” through its higher retirement in-

come, while PRUActive Saver allows custom-

ers to fix their policy term at any number 

of years between 10 and 30 years and pay 

premiums over a period ranging between 

five and 30 years. The minimum amount of 

annual premium payable ranges between 

$1,200 and $5,000, depending on the length 

of the premium payment term.

With savings policies being fixed tradi-

tionally at 10, 15, 20, 25 or 30 years, Goh 

believes that the flexibility of  PRUActive 

Saver enables customers to customise their 

savings plans according to their own needs 

and expenses. “We are looking to contain 

the rising costs of healthcare that come 

with a longer life expectancy, and so the 

policies are intended to give customers the 

flexibility based on the healthcare expens-

es they have or expect to have,” he says.

Improving customer-centricity
While Goh believes that such flexible pol-

icies will give Prudential an edge over its 

competitiors, he also concedes that these 

features alone are insufficient in reaching 

out to customers in the long term. “We are 

not just defined by our products,” he says, 

adding that “a good product has to be com-

plemented by effective customer engage-

ment”. And for this, the insurer is working 

with tech partners to improve the way in 

which it interacts with its customers.

“[We are looking to improve holis-

tically]: customer’s [understanding] of 

what’s available, [policy] purchase expe-

rience and servicing or post sales [enquir-

ies]”, Goh explains. For starters, the com-

pany’s close to 5,000 financial advisers are 

“digitally enabled to help them better en-

gage customers and work smarter”.

Even so, Goh notes that customers pre-

fer having face-to-face interactions with 

an adviser to air their concerns and de-

cide on the best policy. The company uses 

 PRUForce, a customer relationship man-

agement solution it co-developed with soft-

ware company Salesforce, to help advisers 

manage their prospects’ information and 

keep track of their interactions. PRUForce 

Prudential aims to reinvent the 
insurance game with technology 

B Y  A M A L A  B A L A K R I S H N E R
a m a l a . b a l a k r i s h n e r @ b i z e d ge . co m

Insurance company Prudential’s corporate 

mission is simple: Keep on innovating to 

help everyone live well.

So, when it comes to catering to the 

changing needs of older Singaporeans, 

the insurer’s chief commercial officer Goh 

Theng Kiat tells The Edge Singapore the 

company plans to take that creed to heart 

by helping “customers live better and man-

age [their] healthcare costs”.

Gone are the days of insurers collecting 

premiums and paying for treatment when a 

person falls ill.

“We are looking at the way the insur-

ance business is conducted quite differ-

ently”, Goh explains, referring to how the 

company now looks at its customers’ well-

ness holistically.

Data released by the United Nations (UN) 

in 2017 shows that the number of Singapore-

ans aged 65 and older is likely to hit 26.6% 

by 2035, more than double that in 2015. 

With this in mind, Goh says Prudential 

aims to use technology to help its custom-

ers live and age better.

Since 2017, the company has adopted 

a “3 Ps” strategy of prevention, protection 

and postponement, catering to the dispa-

rate healthcare needs of its customers. Un-

der prevention, Goh says customers are giv-

en “simple nudges” encouraging them to 

eat better and adopt a healthier diet. Pro-

tection, on the other hand, serves custom-

ers with existing healthcare conditions 

while postponement encourages immediate 

treatment to “delay the severity and degra-

dation of illnesses”. 

“Tech has been very helpful in this re-

gard”, Goh says, adding that Prudential 

has been working on strategic partnerships 

to help its customers meet this 3P goal. In 

May, the insurer announced a collaboration 

with UK-based health technology and ser-

vices company Tictrac to assess customers’ 

eating habits. Tictrac provides personal-

ised wellness services to consumers, engag-

ing them on their lifestyle goals and help-

ing them lead healthier, longer lives. “This 

gives them a holistic view on how they are 

progressing towards their health and well-

ness goals”, he adds.

Prudential also signed a regional part-

nership with UK-based Babylon Health in 

August 2018. That union gives Pruden-

tial access to a suite of artificial intelligence 

(AI)-powered health services, including per-

sonal health assessment and treatment in-

formation, empowering users to proactively 

manage their health.

These initiatives serve to address Sin-

gaporeans’ concerns on healthcare costs 

as evidenced in Prudential Global Group’s 

Healthy for 100? Healthy Care in Singapore 

report compiled by the Economist Intelli-

gence Unit.

Here, nearly half or 49% of 203 doctors 

surveyed expected Singaporeans to face 

more than one chronic disease as they live 

longer. These include dementia, heart prob-

lems, osteoporosis, diabetes and cancer.

The report also noted the importance of 

enforcing preventive care at a younger age. 

For instance, only 45% of respondents felt 

that Singaporeans between 25 and 45 were 

proactive in preventing diabetes. This con-

trasts with the 66% between 45 and 65 and 

Goh: We are looking to contain the rising costs of healthcare that come with a longer life expectancy, and so 
the fl exible policies are intended to give customers the leeway based on the healthcare expenses they have 
or expect to have

is linked to PRUOne Express, Prudential’s 

point-of-sale tool that allows customers to 

get their policy illustration seamlessly with-

in seconds of a sale.

 Launched in September, it allows cus-

tomers to get their policy illustration seam-

lessly within seconds of a sale.

In line with this, Prudential has been 

trialling a digital-based underwriting solu-

tion to approve policies more quickly since 

April. Depending on the type of policy, ap-

provals typically take a day to a week. The 

new trial, however, performs real-time risk 

assessment so policy applications can be 

made in minutes while policies are issued 

in two hours. All this is done swiftly with 

customers answering a series of questions 

tailored to their profiles. They will know 

almost immediately whether their applica-

tion for insurance cover is successful or if 

it requires further review.

Goh believes this expedited process will 

make the buying and selling experience has-

sle-free for both consumers and advisers. 

For now, the digital underwriting feature is 

only available for PruTriple Protect, a critical 

illness plan that provides protection against 

multiple illnesses. Over 6,500 PruTriple Pro-

tect applications have been made through 

this platform since January, and now the 

rules-based engine and analytics platform 

developed by UK-based tech firm Under-

writeMe is to be extended to Prudential’s 

complete suite of savings, investment, pro-

tection and medical plans by 2020.

And to address customers’ ad hoc que-

ries and enhance its post-sales service 

delivery, in 2017, the insurer rolled out 

 AskPRU — a chatbox to help advisers re-

spond to customers’ queries about their 

policies, anytime and anywhere. According 

to Prudential, since the introduction, there 

has been a 40% decline in its contact cen-

tre volume.

Tech-ing the way forward
Leveraging the latest technology remains 

key for Prudential. To that end, the firm in-

vests £400 million ($704 million) in tech-

nology across its 12 Asian markets annual-

ly. Goh says the company is also always on 

the lookout for the right talent, with digital 

experience from various sectors.

As such, Prudential also makes heavy 

investment in its human capital. For exam-

ple, it is looking to improve the productiv-

ity and capabilities of its staff by sending 

them for courses such as those by Skills-

Future, so they are up to date with the lat-

est trends in the technology sphere.

Through the insurer’s strategic partner-

ships with the Singapore FinTech Associa-

tion and the Infocomm Media Development 

Authority, solutions are co-developed to ad-

dress areas such as improving customer en-

gagement.

For its SME customers, the insurer 

launched PRUWorks, its digital platform pro-

viding convenient access to insurance, em-

ployee benefits and business solutions based 

on the size, needs and budget of corporate 

clients. The insurer has also tied up with or-

ganisations such as ClassPass, the subscrip-

tion-service for fitness classes, in line with 

its motto of encouraging customer wellness.

In short, Prudential’s myriad of offerings 

look to groom advisers and create better 

policies that contribute to its cause of help-

ing customers live well. E

 ALBERT CHUA/THE EDGE SINGAPORE
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iFAST eyes digital bank licence as it 
continues to challenge status quo

Lim: Sometimes, you need a new group of players to come in and challenge the status quo. Th at is why, increasingly, 
there are more countries heading in this direction of off ering [digital-only bank] licences to non-traditional players.

 ALBERT CHUA/THE EDGE SINGAPORE

B Y  J E F F R E Y  TA N 
j e f frey . ta n @ b i z e d ge . co m

In 2000, iFAST Corp started as an online 

unit trust distribution platform to disrupt 

the unit trust industry. By leveraging the 

internet, the company’s popular fundsu-

permart.com was able to charge a cheap-

er service fee of 2.5%, compared with the 

banks’ 5%. Moreover, the platform enabled 

the company to provide information on the 

different unit trust products in the market, 

thus allowing investors to make better in-

vestment decisions. 

Since then, iFAST has transformed itself 

into a wealth management fintech compa-

ny, expanding its suite of financial and in-

vestment products to include stocks, bonds 

and exchange-traded funds. And now, the 

company is aiming to apply for a digital 

bank licence in Singapore.

Since Aug 29, the Monetary Authority of 

Singapore has begun accepting applications 

for new digital bank licences and will do so 

until Dec 31. The licences will be given out 

to non-bank players to engage the under-

served segments of the Singapore market, 

that is, those not served by the traditional 

and incumbent banks.

MAS is offering up to two digital full 

bank (DFB) licences and up to three digital 

wholesale bank (DWB) licences. The hold-

er of a DFB licence is allowed to take de-

posits and provide a wide range of financial 

services to the retail and non-retail custom-

er segment. On the other hand, the holder 

of a DWB licence will be allowed to serve 

only the small and medium-sized enterprise 

and other non-retail segments. 

MAS is expected to announce the list of 

successful applicants in mid-2020. Subject 

to meeting certain requirements, such as 

putting in place risk management systems 

and processes, the digital banks are expect-

ed to start operations in mid-2021.

Lim Chung Chun, chairman and CEO of 

iFAST, says the company, via a consortium, 

is now keen to apply for a DWB licence in-

stead of a DFB licence. This comes after he 

indicated in a late August interview with 

Money FM 89.3 that the company was aim-

ing to apply for the DFB licence. Lim says 

the change in plans is to better align with 

the company’s strategy.

“As we further study the business mod-

el that we are keen to pursue as a potential 

digital bank, we find that we will be able to 

do most of what we want to do using the 

DWB licence. It will therefore be more cap-

ital-efficient to use the DWB [licence] in-

stead of the DFB [licence],” he tells The 

Edge Singapore in a recent interview.

Second digital bank application  
For now, Lim declines to disclose the iden-

tities of the company’s partners in the con-

sortium except to say that they are foreign 

companies. He adds that iFAST will submit 

its application “just before” the deadline, as 

the company is currently “preparing” the 

relevant paperwork.

If iFAST submits its application for the 

DWB licence, it will be the second time 

that the company has applied for a digital 

bank licence. In 2Q2018, iFAST announced 

that its wholly-owned subsidiary, iFAST 

Hong Kong, had submitted an applica-

tion to the Hong Kong Monetary Authority 

(HKMA) for a virtual banking licence there. 

In 4Q2018, however, the company informed 

the market that iFAST HK had failed to be 

shortlisted to progress to the next phase of 

applications.

Despite the failure, iFAST had previous-

ly said it would continue to pursue the vir-

tual bank licence application in Hong Kong. 

And that is still the case for the company. 

Lim says iFAST is still interested on getting 

the virtual banking licence in Hong Kong, 

as it will be complementary to the servic-

es offered by the company across differ-

ent markets. He adds that iFAST may have 

another chance of obtaining the licence, 

as HKMA had stated in May that it would 

closely monitor the new virtual banks upon 

the commencement of their operations. 

This may imply that the Hong Kong regula-

tor will be assessing the “overall situation” 

before deciding on issuing future batches of 

virtual banking licences, he says. 

Lim notes that the failed application in 

Hong Kong has taught the company to try 

a different strategy to increase its chances 

of obtaining a local DWB licence. “One of 

the considerations that we have in the Sin-

gapore application is to put in the applica-

tion as a consortium, instead of just on our 

own. We will therefore be tapping the dif-

ferent strengths of each consortium mem-

ber. We will, however, still be taking the 

lead,” says Lim.

So, why is iFAST keen to enter the digi-

tal banking space? According to Lim, all fi-

nancial transactions have to go through a 

bank. So, having a banking business will 

offer synergistic benefits to the company’s 

wealth management platform in Asia. Af-

ter all, the banking industry is the “founda-

tion” of the broader financial industry. 

“Before you manage your wealth 

through investments, you need a bank ac-

count. When clients pay money to us, they 

have to go through a bank,” he says. “If we 

are able to play a role in the digital bank-

ing space, that can actually help our over-

all wealth management business quite sub-

stantially.”

As at Sept 30, iFAST had assets under 

administration of $9.44 billion. The com-

pany aims to grow its AUA to $100 billion 

by end-2028. For Singapore, its key market 

currently, the company has set a 10-year 

target of $35 billion. For 3QFY2019 ended 

Sept 30, the company reported a record net 

revenue of $16.85 million, but earnings fell 

5.5% y-o-y to $2.5 million, owing to higher 

investments in IT capabilities.

Assuming iFAST is successful in apply-

ing for a DWB licence, Lim says the compa-

ny will continue to position itself as a wealth 

management fintech player instead of a dig-

ital bank. “[The licence] is about how the 

players are able to use it to enhance their 

business model. Our core business will still 

be wealth management and it will continue 

to be our key strength. The digital bank will 

expand our capabilities in financial services 

so that we can do better,” he says.

Disrupting the banks
Still, iFAST’s entry into digital banking 

could offer the company new opportuni-

ties with first-mover advantage. According 

to Lim, the banking industry will undergo 

“major changes” in the near term. He pre-

dicts that many digital banks will emerge 

within the next three to five years. And this 

will be the trend not only in Singapore but 

also in the UK, Hong Kong and other coun-

tries, he says. 

One reason for the emergence of digi-

tal banks is that the banking industry has 

long stagnated, making it ripe for disrup-

tion. Lim claims that the incumbent banks 

have grown lazy and complacent as a re-

sult of no real competition. In fact, the high 

barriers to entry into the banking industry 

as a result of regulation only discourages 

competition. “Traditionally, if you are not 

already a bank somewhere in the world, 

you can’t be a bank,” he says. “So, if you 

have an industry operating that way, [the 

players] will all think in a similar manner. 

There is a tendency to [have few innova-

tions], as they are happy with the amount 

of deposits.” 

With the entry of digital banks, however, 

real innovation could follow, including eas-

ier and more efficient bank account open-

ing processes and cross-border transactions. 

Lim recalls that when his daughter began 

her tertiary studies in the UK, he under-

stood the pain of opening an overseas bank 

account. Apart from the usual paperwork, 

his daughter had to undergo an interview 

as part of the due diligence process. She 

also opened an account with the Singapore 

branch of the UK bank, to facilitate an easi-

er transfer of money to her UK account. But 

the linking of both accounts was similarly a 

“difficult process”, he recounts.

“Sometimes, you need a new group of 

players to come in and challenge the sta-

tus quo. That is why, increasingly, there 

are more countries heading in this direction 

of offering [digital-only bank] licences to 

non-traditional players,” Lim says.

Improving IT capabilities
As a fintech player in the wealth manage-

ment space, Lim says it is crucial for iFAST 

to have an in-house IT team. This is be-

cause outsourcing its IT functions will only 

slow down the company’s pace of execu-

tion. And as technology and finance contin-

ue to converge, it is increasingly important 

to have sufficient IT resources. “Traditional-

ly, financial services were an area in which 

people saw IT as playing more of a support-

ing role. But IT has to be increasingly seen 

as playing a core role for the fintech and fi-

nancial services companies,” he says.

In the light of that, iFAST has contin-

ually improved its IT capabilities by hir-

ing more IT personnel. As at the time of 

writing, about one-third of the company’s 

workforce of 600 comprised IT personnel. 

“In the last few years, we have conscious-

ly improved our overall capabilities in IT. 

We are at a stage where we have a good 

amount of resources. If we are successful in 

our application for the DWB licence, there 

will be further investment in this area,” 

Lim says. E
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“Several business units, each providing dif-

ferent services, have to work together with 

IT and the bank’s innovation centre, and 

collaborate with our partners, and we all 

work hand in hand,” says Lee.

 

Marco Polo
One prime example is the use of blockchain 

technology. On Oct 18, SMBC announced 

that it had completed a proof of concept de-

ployment of a blockchain-based trade fi-

nance platform, dubbed Marco Polo —  after 

the 13th-century Italian merchant and ex-

plorer. SMBC had collaborated with Mit-

sui & Co, one of the largest trading houses 

in Japan. 

The platform was developed by inter-

national blockchain consortium R3 and 

 TradeIX. The parties involved in the proof 

of concept include Mitsui’s client, Indo-

rama Ventures, and Bangkok Bank. Pur-

chase orders, invoices, shipping and logis-

tics tracking and so on were all updated 

and shared with all parties involved. 

Lee adds that the use of new technolo-

gies such as blockchain is not merely aimed 

at achieving cost savings. Rather, the big-

ger aim is to enhance trust. “We don’t real-

ly look at innovation from a dollar-and-cent 

perspective; we look at overall efficiency 

gain.”

It is well known that the underlying pro-

cess for trade financing is laborious. Stacks 

of documents have to be read, marked and 

passed manually from one partner to an-

other, or from one department to anoth-

er. By using distributed ledger technology 

to process trade financing, risks — of pa-

perwork going missing, records being tam-

pered with and data entered wrongly— can 

be better controlled, says Lee.

He adds that the biggest benefit is not 

that the bank can claim it is using a new 

technology. Rather, it is that trust among 

the players in the fragmented business 

and trading ecosystem can be enhanced. 

And in turn, they will help SMBC grow in 

a more sustainable manner over the long 

term.

“Trust from the customers and the busi-

ness partners and trust within the ecosys-

tem — this is of utmost importance. By us-

ing blockchain technology, trust can be 

built. And this is the main aim of our ef-

forts in innovation. We want to continue to 

use technology to build and enhance trust,” 

he says.

 

Digital bank licence?
This past year, the Singapore financial ser-

vices industry has been keyed up after in-

dustry regulator Monetary Authority of Sin-

SMBC’s innovation efforts underpin 
wider, bigger goal of building trust

B Y  C H A N  C H AO  P E H
c h a o p e h . c h a n @ b i z e d ge . co m

 

The financial services industry, like 

others, is caught up with the need 

to innovate to stay ahead. Sumito-

mo Mitsui Banking Corp (SMBC), 

one of the largest banks in Japan, 

has invested in technology in its push to in-

novate, but it is careful not to equate tech-

nology with innovation. Innovation as an 

activity transcends technology. 

“It is about how the whole process 

comes together, how we can think about 

new sets of services that can be offered 

in the marketplace,” says Desmond Lee, 

 SMBC’s Head of IT, Planning Department, 

Asia-Pacific division, in an interview with 

The Edge Singapore.

As technology advances and processes 

improve, there is a growing trend of differ-

ent parties coming together to form an eco-

system and offer a suite of services to cus-

tomers. “This is the main driving force we 

are seeing in the industry, and the main 

driver in the way banks innovate as well,” 

says Lee.

SMBC has been rather adventurous — 

going as far as to set up innovation centres 

in Silicon Valley, where the world’s best 

minds in technology and business meet.

Masayuki Nagatomo, SMBC’s Head of 

Asia Innovation Centre, points out that the 

bank, with its long history and leading po-

sition in the banking industry in Japan and 

Asia, is no stranger to the business of inno-

vation. 

However, there is always room to do 

more and better. “We still have a lot of 

space to be more effective in our operations 

by utilising IT and new technologies. We 

want to continually improve in these areas, 

by focusing on innovative activities, and 

explore better efficiency in business,” says 

Nagatomo in the same interview.

 

Working hand in hand
As one of the largest financial institutions 

in the world, SMBC clearly has plenty of 

in-house expertise in various fields. How-

ever, with the rapid changes in technology, 

the bank is aware that it can be more effec-

tive if it forms partnerships with external 

parties. 

According to Nagatomo, SMBC has a 

core group of customers to whom it offers 

traditional commercial banking services. 

However, it is starting to work with new 

fintech start-ups as well, so that it can get 

new ideas and a fresh perspective and de-

liver a new service experience to those who 

are receptive.

According to Lee, working with new 

partners means certain changes in the way 

SMBC works internally. “The thought pro-

cess and engineering processes are very dif-

ferent from traditional wholesale banks like 

ours. We need to obtain a much broader 

horizontal perspective, be it from the point 

of view of consumers or business partners, 

and define together the outcomes we are 

trying to achieve,” he says.

In order for SMBC to work more effi-

ciently and productively with external par-

ties, the different departments of the bank 

have to reach across functions and collabo-

rate. No longer can one business unit go to 

the IT department and ask for technologi-

cal support that it thinks it needs to have. 

Nagatomo (left, with Lee): We still have a lot of space to be more eff ective in our operations by utilising IT 
and new technologies

gapore announced in August plans to issue 

licences for digital banks in 2020. A num-

ber of companies, including those in and 

outside the financial services industry, have 

indicated their interest in bidding for one of 

the licences.

Is SMBC keen to team up with other 

partners to bid for a licence too? The bank’s 

current presence in Singapore is focused 

more on corporate banking. A digital bank 

licence is seen as a way for SMBC to make 

an inroad into the retail banking market 

segment. “We are still looking for opportu-

nities in the Singapore market. We are still 

having discussions and in the exploration 

phase,” says Nagatomo.

Lee adds that SMBC has a very strong 

retail footprint in its home market of Japan. 

There is plenty of expertise and experience 

SMBC can bring to the table if it tries to 

grow its presence in the retail space. Singa-

pore, as the regional headquarters of SMBC, 

can also function as a springboard for the 

bank to develop the retail market in neigh-

bouring countries. “We are looking at how 

we can tap that opportunity in the region,” 

Lee says.

 

Jenius in Indonesia
In any case, SMBC has made its mark in 

driving innovation in the region. SMBC has 

an Indonesian subsidiary, PT Bank BTPN, 

which was founded in 1958 to help han-

dle the pensions of retired soldiers. Since 

then, it has grown and developed to serve 

the wider Indonesian consumer and com-

mercial market. It has almost 700 branches 

across the country.

Nagatomo visited Jakarta recently and 

after interactions with his local colleagues, 

he came back feeling impressed and ex-

cited. The staff at Bank BTPN are young 

and enthusiastic adopters and users of new 

technologies.

On top of providing the usual savings 

accounts and lending services, Bank BTPN 

has introduced new digital-based services 

for the young and tech-savvy population. In 

2016, the bank launched “Jenius”, a digital 

banking service targeting the middle class. 

Jenius now serves more than one million 

customers all over Indonesia.

One interesting feature of Jenius, accord-

ing to Lee and Nagatomo, is helping cus-

tomers plan their finances in a more engag-

ing way. The account holders, via the app, 

can set their own life goals, and deposit 

funds in dedicated accounts to fulfil them. 

Such goals include buying their home and 

financing their children’s education. 

The bank has made it easy and con-

venient for new customers to open ac-

counts. They can use their phone cam-

era to take their picture and send it to the 

bank to check as part of the digitalised 

“know-your-customer” process. “The whole 

intent behind Jenius is to make it seam-

less,” says Lee.

With its overarching reach, SMBC, un-

surprisingly, will not stop at just growing 

the Indonesian consumer banking market 

through Bank BTPN. It aims to grow the 

small and medium-sized enterprise busi-

ness at the bank as well. Smaller custom-

ers, such as individual smallholders, will 

benefit from microfinancing. As they grow 

to become bigger companies, the bank will 

be there too. “We grow with our custom-

ers,” says Lee. E
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On UOB’s Corporate Day in May this 

year, it announced a list of goals, including 

increasing its revenue mix outside of Sin-

gapore to around 50%. Even then, UOB is 

cognisant of the risks of expansion. In an 

earlier interview, UOB chief financial officer 

Lee Wai Fai says that, while its Asean foot-

print will be most important in its growth 

strategy, the bank needs to control the ex-

pansion to maintain its AA rating among 

the ratings agencies, which is why UOB fo-

cuses on improving risk management. 

Digital engine 
A digital engine, data and security are the 

three “themes” overlaid on top of the com-

mon core banking platform, Hwee explains. 

“One of the key things that we then 

looked at was how to create products and 

solutions for corporates interested in ex-

panding in the region and to tap intra-Asian 

investment, capital and wealth flows.” 

To do this, UOB spent $500 million on 

infrastructure, starting from a common 

banking system and overlaying it with the 

same risk, regulatory framework and finan-

cial language across its five geographies. “It 

took several years of regulatory approvals 

to be standardised and centralised, so we 

can have economies of scale,” Hwee says of 

the exercise that was completed in 2014.

New and additional operational and se-

curity processes, fintechs and new technol-

ogies can be added to UOB’s common plat-

form across the region quickly. In 2015, UOB 

launched UOB Mighty, an all-in-one digital 

banking app that can do all necessary bank-

ing functions for UOB’s consumer banking 

customers. Retail customers can buy shares 

and gold, place fixed deposits, apply for in-

surance products, make payments and so 

on. Other products followed, such as Busi-

ness Internet Banking Plus (BIBPlus), the 

digital banking app for UOB’s medium-sized 

companies and large corporates. In 2018, as 

UOB was readying for TMRW’s launch in 

Thailand, it added artificial intelligence (AI) 

and machine learning solutions onto the 

standardised platform to enable the digital 

bank to process and analyse data to person-

alise the banking experience for each TMRW 

customer and keeping its common equity 

Tier-One capital ratio at 13.7% (as at Sept 

30), way above the regulatory minimum.

Making data work 
Data management is a large topic in itself. 

“Just to make data work requires enormous 

management and dedication,” Hwee says. 

In the beginning — what she calls the first 

generation of data management — manag-

ing data was about getting all the business 

segments within the bank to share their 

data to facilitate performance reporting, 

customer information and risk. 

An important use of data management is 

to enable the banking group to be Basel-

compliant. The basic Basel rules in 2004 

were straightforward. But, then, Basel III 

and Basel IV required an advanced internal 

ratings-based (IRB) approach, so UOB had 

to build a global data warehouse leverag-

ing the standardised core banking systems 

across the region. 

Thus, UOB is able to compute the differ-

ence based on regulations in different coun-

tries such as foundation IRB for Indonesia 

and advanced IRB for Singapore. “As we ex-

pand outside of Singapore, having the con-

sistent risk lens of Singapore’s standard of 

risk provides a level of comfort and effi-

ciency that is unparalleled,” Hwee says.

  

Collaboration with fi ntechs
UOB has collaborated with fintechs — ei-

ther by taking stake a stake in them, financ-

ing or mentorship — to transform the use 

of its data through TMRW. The bank is also 

S T O R I E S  B Y  G O O L A  WA R D E N
go o l a . wa rd e n @ b i z e d ge . co m

As the Monetary Authority of Singa-

pore offers five new digital bank-

ing licences, two Singapore-head-

quartered banks already have 

operational digital banks. In March 

this year, United Overseas Bank launched 

TMRW, a digital-only, branchless bank in 

Thailand. TMRW is a completely different 

offering from UOB Mighty, the bank’s digital 

banking app launched in 2015.   

TMRW is revolutionary. Yet, UOB’s digi-

tal journey was more evolution than revo-

lution, concomitant with its regionalisation 

strategy, which started as far back as 1999. 

In 2010, CEO Wee Ee Cheong realised 

that UOB needed a common platform to 

meld together the banks it had acquired in 

the previous decade, ranging from Rada-

nasin Bank and Bank of Asia in Thailand 

to Bank Buana in Indonesia and Overseas 

 Union Bank in Singapore. More recent-

ly, UOB has expanded in Vietnam. It was 

the first local bank to be granted a for-

eign-owned subsidiary bank licence by the 

State Bank of Vietnam in 2017.

In August this year, UOB opened its sec-

ond branch in Hanoi. In 2014, UOB was 

awarded a foreign bank licence by the Cen-

tral Bank of Myanmar; it opened a full 

branch in 2015, but is precluded from retail 

banking.

In further regionalisation initiatives, 

UOB established its UOB FDI Advisory Unit 

to provide companies looking to set up re-

gional operations in Asean with customised 

banking consultancy services. UOB works 

with government agencies, business associ-

ations and professional service providers to 

provide these seamless and integrated ser-

vices. 

The integrated regional nature of FDI 

Advisory made it more imperative to have a 

common platform across the bank’s 500 of-

fices and branches.

Wee was well aware that, despite UOB’s 

local presences in Malaysia, Thailand, Indo-

nesia and Vietnam, it could never have the 

same level of dominance in those markets 

as it has in Singapore. As a result, central 

to UOB’s digital strategy is the digital infra-

structure for a regional bank.

“Having acquired all these banks, our 

CEO’s vision was to take us from being a 

collection of banks to becoming one region-

al Asean bank,” says Susan Hwee, head of 

group technology and operations at UOB. 

She started to build the bank’s common 

core banking platform based on the prem-

ise of a regional bank more than 10 years 

ago, realising it had to be modular and 

scaleable, with products and processes built 

around the needs of the customer. It is this 

platform that helped realise Wee’s vision of 

building a seamless Asean bank. 

In turn, the common platform helped in 

serving the expanding regional needs of its 

customers — both wholesale and retail. In 

the first six months of the year, UOB’s whole-

sale banking income rose 8% y-o-y to $3.1 

billion, underpinned by 9% y-o-y growth in 

non-Singapore income, 8% y-o-y growth in 

non-real estate and hospitality income, and  

12% y-o-y growth in non-loan income. On 

Nov 1, it announced in its 3QFY2019 results 

that around 40% of opera ting profit of $1.3 

billion was from the region. 

UOB’s digital future lies in serving Asean 

using lessons from TMRW to improve UOB 

Mighty. 

TMRW uses a data categorisation engine 

by Icelandic fintech, Meniga, to simplify 

complex and multiple transaction datasets 

into relevant data for its customers. Meni-

ga’s fintech solution is able to sort and cat-

egorise large volumes of transaction data. 

This means customers can match their 

purchases easily and organise the way in 

which they manage their finances in real-

time, so that it is always personal to them 

and relevant to their own needs. 

UOB has taken a stake in and collabo-

rated with an Israeli fintech, Personetics, 

which enables TMRW to provide personal-

ised insights based on each customer’s dif-

ferent transaction patterns. 

The same cognitive analytics engine is 

also used to drive Mighty Insights, a new 

service on UOB Mighty that guides custom-

ers to stay on top of their financial commit-

ments and goals and to keep track of their 

expenses.  

For credit and risk analysis, UOB is col-

laborating with Avatec.ai (Avatec), which 

uses non-traditional data and traditional-

ly available information to determine cred-

itworthiness of an organisation or individ-

ual. Avatec was formed in 2018 as a joint 

venture between UOB and Beijing-based 

PINTEC Technology Holdings. PINTEC’s 

flagship product is Dumiao, a digital lend-

ing solution that uses third-party credit in-

formation and e-commerce transactions to 

generate credit decisions based on AI and 

machine learning.

With Avatec, banks can now access 

about 10 times the traditional number of 

data points used in credit assessments. This 

means that companies can extend loans to 

a broader base of customers and at lower 

loss rates.

Tookitaki, a Singapore-based fintech, 

and UOB have co-created a machine learn-

ing solution that enables its compliance 

team to conduct deeper and broader analy-

ses as part of its anti-money laundering ef-

forts. 

TMRW for Asean’s young  
TMRW is different from other digital bank-

ing and digital bank offerings in Asia, as 

its business model is focused primarily on 

deepening customer engagement and grow-

ing customer advocates.  

Still, was there a need to establish a 

standalone digital bank, whose delivery is 

going to be digital-only, with no other

touch points, when UOB Mighty was al-

ready available in its Asean markets? Hwee 

says yes. 

There is a difference between digital 

banking and a standalone digital bank. 

“The young do things differently. Digi-

tal banking must serve three generations,” 

Hwee says. UOB’s traditional customer 

base is usually older and wealthier. “Digi-

tal banking is omnichannel, which means 

you serve customers face to face or dig-

itally. It’s their choice,” she adds. UOB 

Mighty — as with all banking apps — has 

an extensive menu. 

Out of Asean’s population of 642.1 mil-

lion, 50.4% are aged between 20 and 54, 

according to Aseanstats. At least 94% of 

Asean’s population is literate. Yet, the 

World Bank estimates that 80% of people 

in Indonesia, the Philippines, Myanmar and 

Hwee: Th e young in Asean are a huge market and we want to be able to serve a new generation of customers
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Vietnam, and 30% in Malaysia and Thai-

land, are unbanked. UOB has an increas-

ing presence in five of these six markets, 

helped by digitalisation. 

“The young in Asean are a huge market 

and we want to be able to serve a new gen-

eration of customers,” Hwee says. 

TMRW, which took 14 months to devel-

op, is targeted at young professionals. “We 

decided there is a need to serve young pro-

fessionals who are mobile-first. There is a 

lot [we can learn] from a mobile-first gener-

ation, and we want to go somewhere that is 

larger than Singapore,” Hwee says. 

A digital bank is a mono-channel strat-

egy in which the bank uses data to engage 

customers as its primary goal and business 

model. Interestingly, unlike an omnichannel 

digital banking app that allows customers to 

bank on a phone, TMRW has no menu.  

TMRW is targeted at millennials (those 

born between 1980 and 1994) and Genera-

tion Z (those born in and after 1995). As a 

digital bank, TMRW is about engagement 

and not offering higher-yielding deposit ac-

counts and cheap loans.

“We actually spent a lot of time under-

standing the regulatory framework and the 

population,” Hwee says. TMRW cannot 

just offer high interest rates [for deposits]. 

Our measurement is that TMRW’s accounts 

must be properly funded. That means when 

customers open an account, they must de-

posit money and not just open accounts for 

fun with zero balances.” 

TMRW uses the ATGIE model — acquire 

customers using AI, transact with a fast 

digital service, generate data, gain insights 

with the help of personetics, and create an 

engagement lab to experiment and learn 

about engagement.  

Net promoter scores, advocates and en-

gagement metrics will be closely moni-

tored. Advocates are customers who have 

used TMRW and recommend it to their 

friends. In TMRW’s model, NPS reflects 

customers’ sentiment and predicts busi-

ness growth. The rationale behind a high 

NPS is that, once customers are happy with 

TMRW, they will refer the bank to friends. 

TMRW’s target is to have 15% of advocates 

at the end of the first year.

Most diffi  cult market fi rst 
According to a report titled “The Asean Fin-

tech Ecosystem” by Judge Business School, 

Thailand is the most developed technolo-

gy market after Singapore. As part of the 

country’s broader Smart Cities and Thailand 

4.0 Initiative, the government is aggressive-

ly pushing for the development of the fin-

tech ecosystem to transform the country into 

a fintech hub for the Asean region, the re-

port says. 

“Considered one of the more advanced 

countries in the Asean region after Singa-

pore, Thailand enjoys the second-highest 

GDP per capita in the region, has a high lit-

eracy rate, has more than half of the popu-

lation living in urban areas and whose me-

dian age is 40. The country also possesses 

the critical digital infrastructure needed for 

the development of fintech firms; there are 

92.3 million mobile phone subscriptions, 

or a 133% penetration rate, and 57 million 

internet users, or a 82% penetration rate,” 

the report points out. 

Hwee concurs: “The population is dig-

itally very savvy and Thai banks are digi-

tally creative. So, it’s a highly competitive 

market.” She is well aware that, as a tradi-

tional bank with 155 branches, UOB cannot 

compete with the local Thai banks. “It’s a 

market we are committed to and in which 

we have a growing consumer franchise,” 

she says. “If TMRW works in Thailand, we 

can bring it to a second market within Ase-

an.” (CEO Wee has said the next market 

will be a large market in Asean, which can 

mean either Indonesia or Vietnam.) 

UOB did a lot of groundwork within the 

Thai regulatory framework of onboarding 

customers digitally. Thais have digital cre-

dentials on their identity cards, and TMRW 

accounts can be opened in seconds. 

According to UOB executives, TMRW is 

not about launching something that anyone 

can copy; rather, it is about learning from 

data to engage customers. Based on a sur-

vey done by UOB for its launch of TMRW, 

it found that 60% of Asean’s population is 

below 35, and thus are millennials. TMRW 

can remind millennials to pay their bills, set 

aside monies for savings plans at the end 

of a month. TMRW can also prompt its us-

ers with special dining, fitness or other of-

fers depending on their lifestyle. At least 

52% of millennials own a smartphone, and 

they want to bank differently — millennials 

want a friend, not a bank.

The absence of a fixed menu leaves the 

According to a report titled e-conomy 

SEA 2019, co-authored by Google and 

Temasek Holdings, of the nearly 400 

million adults in Southeast Asia, only 104 

million are fully “banked” and enjoy full 

access to financial services. Another 98 

million are “underbanked”, with a bank 

account but insufficient access to credit, 

investment and insurance, while 198 

million remain “unbanked” and do not 

own a bank account. Millions of small and 

medium-sized enterprises also face large 

funding gaps, the report says.

Digital financial services have 

the potential to solve many of these 

challenges. They should be able to lower 

costs, increase access through the mobile 

phone, improve convenience and deliver 

inclusive financial services in parts of Asean 

that have no physical bank branches. 

Financial inclusion is important 

because it will lead to economic growth, 

and fulfil Asean’s promise of a large, young 

middle class that will need more digital 

financial services.  

Five financial services are likely 

to grow in double digits, e-conomy 

SEA 2019 says. These are payments, 

remittance, lending, investment and 

insurance. Digital payments are expected 

to cross US$1 trillion ($1.4 trillion) by 

2025, becoming the payment method 

for nearly one in two dollars spent in 

the region. E-wallets, which are popular 

in emerging Asean, are likely to grow 

fivefold to US$114 billion by 2025. Digital 

lending, on track for a US$110 billion loan 

book by 2025, will be the largest volume 

contributor, underpinned by consumer 

and small business lending.

Asean’s promise for digital 
fi nancial services  
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bank with the ability to experiment, such 

as harnessing data to deepen its under-

standing of each customer so that it can an-

ticipate their needs and serve them accord-

ingly. Whether a customer needs a savings 

plan or a loan depends on his or her trans-

action behaviour. 

“Barriers to entry for technology are 

very low. Beyond technology, we have to 

understand banking and regulations. Bank-

ing is about trust, and making money in 

banking is about risk management; and 

you have to be profitable to sustain a return 

to shareholders, which is very important,” 

Hwee says. E
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The increasing adoption of fintech by 

Singapore financial institutions has 

placed them at the forefront of fi-

nancial innovation and gained them 

new customers outside the city state.

With fintech, Singapore’s status as a hub 

— it is a transhipment and air hub as well 

as a financial centre — is enhanced. The 

Lion City aspires to be a leading fintech 

hub in Asia. According to consultants and 

universities, Singapore is among the top 10 

global fintech hubs and, in some rankings, 

it is No 1. 

The fourth edition of the Singapore Fin-

Tech Festival 2019 is likely to cement the 

city state’s hub standing by facilitating deal 

flows, sustainable products and financial 

inclusion. Last year, SFF2018 was the larg-

est festival of its kind globally, attracting 

more than 45,000 participants and visitors 

from 130 countries. This year, SFF and the 

Singapore Week of Innovation and TeCH-

nology will come together as SFFxSWITCH 

and showcase innovative technologies 

across five key sectors.

In a report earlier this year, KPMG refers 

to Paul Romer’s endogenous growth theory. 

The winner of the 2018 Nobel Prize for eco-

nomics postulates that investments in tech-

nological innovation, the knowledge sector 

and human capital are the drivers of long-

term economic growth. With an increase 

in the number of people working in the 

knowledge sector, there will be an increase 

in new ideas. This in turn raises efficiency 

and productivity. When incremental annual 

economic growth compounds over decades, 

the effect is transformational, KPMG notes. 

Initially, SFF’s aim was to bring togeth-

er financial institutions and fintech players 

to collaborate, because of the opportunities 

for them to work together, says Jacqueline 

Loh, deputy managing director of the Mon-

etary Authority of Singapore. Investors have 

an opportunity to gain and share knowl-

edge on emerging technologies in the fin-

tech space and discuss partnerships and in-

vestments with fintech players. 

The opportunities and multiplier effect 

from the previous SFFs have benefited the 

financial services sector and the econo-

my as a whole. Fintech boosts innovation, 

and Singapore has been ranked sixth glob-

ally in Bloomberg’s Innovation Index. The 

Institute of Financial Services Zug (IFZ) at 

the Lucerne University of Applied Scienc-

es (HSLU) evaluates the performance of 

fintech ecosystem centres worldwide and, 

earlier this year, it ranked Singapore as the 

No 1 fintech hub, ahead of Zurich, Gene-

va, London, Amsterdam and Toronto. 

Singapore continues to take steps to nur-

ture fintechs, or fintech start-ups, by en-

couraging investments and collaboration. 

SFF also provides a platform for investors 

and start-ups that need capital to meet and 

discuss possibilities. Facilitating fintech 

deals is now part and parcel of Singapore’s 

role as a regional wealth and asset manage-

ment centre.

In a survey by Accenture, it found that 

the total value of fintech deals in the nine 

months ended Sept 30 in Singapore jumped 

69% y-o-y, from US$435 million to US$735 

million ($996.6 million), exceeding the 

US$642 million raised in 2018. Accenture 

points out that deal sizes are getting larg-

er even as the number of fintech deals fell 

29% in those nine months. 

In this year’s SFF, Singapore’s fintech- 

related assets under management (AUM) 

should continue to rise, following the in-

troduction of Deal Friday, which is an ex-

pansion of MATCH (Meet Asean’s Talents 

and Champions), introduced in SFF2018, 

and the Investor Summit in SFF2017. Dur-

ing Deal Fridays, an event held every Fri-

day, start-ups and the investment commu-

nity will have the opportunity to connect 

and explore collaborations.

More deals expected 
The Investor Summit was introduced in 

SFF2017 with the aim of matching prom-

ising young Asean enterprises with glob-

al private equity (PE) and venture capital 

(VC) managers. 

“Last year, we had MATCH, where we 

brought together promising young Asean 

enterprises and global PE and VC manag-

ers and generated more than 17,000 match-

es between 380 investors and 840 potential 

enterprises,” Loh says. 

Since June, MAS has been collaborating 

with Enterprise Singapore to organise Deal 

Fridays. “This year, we introduced a new 

Deal Friday component — a partnership be-

tween Enterprise Singapore and MAS. We 

have curated a list of promising growth-

stage Asean enterprises and brought them 

together with investors through weekly 

matchmaking events. Since its launch this 

year, we have seen more than 400 potential 

companies and 400 investors participate in 

Deal Friday. We are looking forward to pos-

itive news on successful matches between 

investors and these companies,” Loh says.

SFF has also provided an important 

launch pad for new initiatives. The API Ex-

change (APIX) was launched in SFF2018 to 

bring together financial institutions and fin-

tech players. Since then, 140 fintech firms 

and 60 financial institutions from five coun-

tries have signed up on APIX (see “API Ex-

change not a ‘success’ yet, but will enhance 

fintech collaboration to solve financial in-

clusion problem” on Page S14).

In August, MAS and the Infocomm Me-

dia Development Authority launched Busi-

ness Sans Borders to accelerate the testing 

and delivery of new services for small and 

medium-sized enterprises. BSB is a hybrid 

global meta-hub for business and digital 

services that enhances domestic and inter-

national trade opportunities for SMEs and 

interoperability between SME ecosystems, 

among others.

Elsewhere, the local banks have tied 

up with fintechs to provide better servic-

es for consumers and to meet their own an-

ti-money laundering and know-your-client 

objectives. For instance, Oversea-Chinese 

Banking Corp has collaborated with Clinc, 

an artificial intelligence start-up to power 

voice recognition. United Overseas Bank 

has taken a stake in and collaborated with 

Personetics, an AI platform that helps it to 

personalise data, and with another fintech, 

Meniga, to track and sort large volumes of 

transaction data (see “UOB’s digital future 

lies in serving Asean” on Pages S6 and S7).

Fintech’s role in asset management
PE and VC are chasing fintechs with inno-

vative solutions, resulting in a growth in 

Singapore’s AUM in 2018. 

MAS’s 2018 Singapore Asset Manage-

ment Survey shows that AUM in 2018 in-

creased 5.4% y-o-y to $3.4 trillion, or 

US$2.5 trillion. Singapore’s AUM growth 

was helped by the alternatives sector, 

which saw AUM rise 15% y-o-y to $646 bil-

lion (see Chart 1). In particular, PE, VC and 

real estate experienced strong inflows and 

continued valuation gains as investors in-

creased exposure to private assets for re-

turn enhancement and portfolio diversifica-

tion. Singapore, as a leading private-market 

hub, serves as an attractive location for in-

vestment managers and an increasing num-

ber of global public investors, including 

sovereign wealth funds and pension funds.

“We have 240 PE and VC managers, 

both globally and regionally, based here 

in Singapore,” Loh says. “We have shared 

our vision in the Financial Services Indus-

try Transformation Map, which is to be a 

leading global financial centre, connect-

ing global markets and supporting Asia’s 

development. One key thrust is to support 

enterprise financing, leveraging our deep 

SAMUEL ISAAC CHUA/THE EDGE SINGAPORE

SFFxSWITCH to cement Singapore’s standing as global fi ntech hub as deal 
sizes and sustainable fi nance increase and new digital banks emerge

Fintech hub poised 
for next stage
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and broad asset management communi-

ty in Singapore, including those in PE and 

VC. Deal Friday reflects our position as 

a natural gateway to Asean for investors 

globally.”

As part of the Financial Services Indus-

try Transformation Map, MAS has revised 

regulations to facilitate the activities of 

venture capitalists and give finance compa-

nies greater scope to support SMEs. MAS 

is also working with the industry on initi-

atives to support fintechs at various stag-

es of the financing lifecycle and to profile 

Asean VC and PE activity and the land-

scape through collaborative research. At 

the exit stage, MAS is looking to set up 

private-market funding platforms to help 

growth companies access a wider network 

of investors. 

VC and PE managers are an essential 

component of the enterprise financing eco-

system, specifically by providing smart cap-

ital. More Asian companies are expanding 

beyond their borders, which has led to a 

surge in capital raising in Asia and greater 

interest to invest in Asian companies.

Besides providing capital, VC and PE 

managers contribute operational and busi-

ness expertise to their portfolio companies. 

Such expertise could improve the compa-

nies’ operational efficiencies and unlock 

new markets for the companies’ products 

and services.

Singapore’s Financial Services Industry 

Transformation Map outlines growth strate-

gies by business lines, programmes for up-

grading skills, and an agenda for continu-

ous innovation and technology adoption, of 

which enterprise financing is a component. 

PE and VC asset managers would be 

keen to finance Asean enterprises. In 2018, 

Singapore’s PE AUM grew 14% y-o-y to 

$213 billion, and VC growth surged 40% 

y-o-y to $6 billion (see Chart 2). 

Deal value in Asean also experienced a 

notable increase, up 38% over the five-year 

average to reach US$13 billion, while deal 

activity rose in number to 76, up 18% over 

the five-year average. This was propelled by 

mega deals such as those by Grab, Gojek 

and Tokopedia. Consultancy Bain & Co ex-

pects the region’s total deal value to reach 

US$70 billion with the birth of at least 10 

new unicorns by 2024. 

Fintech a force for good 
Last year, SFF focused on financial inclu-

sion across Asean to promote econom-

ic growth and improve living standards. 

This year’s SFF has sustainability as a key 

theme. 

“Fintech can support sustainability by 

enabling green finance through utilising 

sensors to collect and digitise environmen-

tal data, which becomes the foundation to 

build different use cases. So, for example, 

financial institutions can use such digitised 

environmental data to enhance their risk 

capabilities and their reporting on environ-

mental impact, as well as use this digitised 

information to introduce environmental-

ly friendly investment products for custom-

ers,” Loh says.

There are plans to include information 

and data on the use of water, fertiliser and 

pesticide for various commodities that are 

traded. This will improve the availability of 

sustainability data in this area.

“Another use case is leveraging big data 

to measure the sustainability of companies. 

One example is Arabesque, which start-

ed off as an asset management company 

and a user of ESG big data.  Arabesque pro-

vides an innovative tool that allows inves-

tors to monitor the sustainability efforts 

and performance of global companies. For 

investors who want to invest in companies 

based on their ESG [environmental, social 

and governance] commitments, the chal-

lenge is, how do we know how well these 

companies are actually meeting those ex-

pectations? Arabesque attempts to provide 

a solution there,” Loh explains. 

Over the past few years, banks have 

been piloting various projects in relation to 

blockchain, the same technology that pro-

duced bitcoin. Increasingly, blockchain is 

being used in various processes because of 

the ability of a blockchain ledger to remain 

unchanged and for a blockchain to remain 

unaltered and indelible. For sustainable in-

vestments, blockchain is proving a useful 

technology.

“Another example is the application of 

blockchain to promote traceability in sup-

ply chains. DBS Bank, for example, is work-

ing with a company called Agrocorp, which 

is developing a trade platform that connects 

4,500 Australian farmers to supermarkets 

and restaurants. We understand the work-

ing capital cycle has been shortened by 

some 20 days, and the more you can short-

en the working capital cycle, the more sav-

ings there are to different players in the 

supply chain,” Loh says. 

Project Ubin’s uses 
For the past three years, MAS, the Bank of 

Canada and partner banks have been tak-

ing part in Project Ubin, a collaborative ef-

fort to explore the use of Distributed Ledger 

Technology for the clearance and settle-

ment of payments and securities. Block-

chain is a form of DLT. 

“Blockchain is easier understood as a 

technology platform, with applications that 

are developed on this platform that service 

different use cases. On the blockchain plat-

form, Project Ubin has brought the indus-

try together to resolve technical issues such 

as scalability, performance and finality of 

transactions,” Loh explains.

In May, the Bank of Canada and MAS 

announced that they had conducted a suc-

cessful experiment on cross-border and 

cross-currency payments using central bank 

digital currencies. This is the first such trial 

between two central banks, and has great 

potential to increase efficiencies and reduce 

risks for cross-border payments, the banks 

said in the announcement.

Cross-border payments are often slow 

and costly. They rely on a correspondent 

banking network that is subject to coun-

terparty risk, inefficient liquidity man-

agement and cumbersome reconciliation. 

The Bank of Canada and MAS have been 

collaborating on the use of DLT and cen-

tral bank digital currencies to make the 

cross-border payment process cheaper, 

faster and safer.

“Some of the technical solutions devel-

oped in the course of Project Ubin have 

been incorporated into other enterprise 

blockchain platforms and used by finan-

cial institutions as well as other companies 

for a variety of use cases, such as in trade 

and trade finance as well as supply chain,” 

Loh says. 

In February, JPMorgan announced the 

creation of stablecoin, a digital coin repre-

senting the US dollar held in designated ac-

counts at JPMorgan. When a client sends 

money to another over the blockchain, JPM 

coins are transferred and instantaneous-

ly redeemed for the equivalent amount of 

US dollars, reducing the typical settlement 

time. One stablecoin is equivalent to US$1. 

The stablecoin is seen to reduce clients’ 

counterparty and settlement risk, decreas-

ing capital requirements and enabling in-

stant value transfer. 

“Specific to blockchain applications in 

payments, JPMorgan’s stablecoin, which is 

a digital coin designed to make instantane-

ous payments using blockchain technology, 

was built by the same team at JPMorgan 

that worked on Project Ubin,” Loh says.

In the sandbox
Fintechs are experimenting with blockchain 

for various purposes such as crowdfunding 

and bond trading, and two of these start-

ups — iSTOX and BondEvalue — are in 

the MAS regulatory sandbox. (A regulato-

ry sandbox allows financial institutions and 

fintechs to test innovative financial prod-

ucts and services in the market.) 

iSTOX is using blockchain technology 

to provide a securities-based crowdfunding 

platform that targets fundraising start-ups 

as well as fund management companies. It 

also enables investors to access the second-

ary market for private securities over the 

blockchain-based platform. 

“iSTOX is interesting from a private-mar-

ket perspective, because in this space, 

transparency and liquidity are typically not 

high. iSTOX plans to address these chal-

lenges through a blockchain-based plat-

form, which we hope will enhance trans-

parency and liquidity for companies 

seeking funding as well as investors look-

ing for opportunities in the secondary mar-

ket,” Loh says. 

In August, MAS launched Sandbox Ex-

press for faster testing of financial prod-

ucts and services. “BondEvalue is the first 

company to enter our Sandbox Express. It 

aims to improve investors’ access to bonds 

by fractionalising them through a block-

chain-based platform,” Loh says. 

New neo bank licences
The most exciting announcement from 

MAS this year is the plan to award five dig-

ital bank licences, comprising two digital 

full bank licences and three digital whole-

sale bank licences. 

Why digital banks? MAS has been work-

ing closely with the financial services sector 

and encouraging the greater use of technol-

ogy and innovation in the banking industry. 

Banks themselves have been transforming 

their business models for a digital future 

and are providing a lot more digitalised ser-

vices to meet changing customer needs. 

As a fintech hub, the natural progression 

for Singapore would be to have more digital 

banks in the ecosystem. MAS has articulat-

ed that the new digital banks can comprise 

partners, including banks, but one appli-

cant must include a firm that can bring de-

ployable technological capabilities to the 

digital bank. Some examples include firms 

engaged in developing fintech, advanced 

data analytics, machine learning AI as 

well as those that operate digital platforms 

and provide telecommunications services. 

“Technologies such as AI are important, as 

they allow for new business models and in-

novative ways of providing banking servic-

es,” Loh says.

“We asked ourselves: Can we further 

close the financing gaps for SMEs or ex-

pand financial inclusion for certain seg-

ments of the economy, and how can in-

novation in finance bring about a better 

outcome for consumers? These digital 

challengers [and banks] can introduce in-

novative business models that can add di-

versity as well as choice to our banking 

system.” 

What could the new digital banks bring 

to the table? “We can expect [digital banks] 

to be more nimble, leveraging the use of 

technology, and they are likely to have a 

lower cost structure than traditional banks. 

[With] new ways of delivering these needs 

and possibly lower cost structures, we 

could see lower-cost alternatives for con-

sumers. For example, digital banks could 

offer deposit accounts without minimum 

deposit amounts or fall-below fees,” Loh 

suggests.

With access to more wide-ranging data, 

digital banks could also adopt different 

credit risk assessment models for their cus-

tomer base, which would allow them to 

lend to underserved segments of the econ-

omy such as the young and micro enter-

prises. By providing a greater suite of digi-

tal banking services, they may also benefit 

their SME client base by enhancing these 

clients’ digitalisation. 

“Singapore’s domestic banking market 

is not large. We hope that digital banks an-

chored in Singapore can also serve  Asean’s 

needs. Financial inclusion is a real and 

pressing need in Asean; according to the 

World Bank, some 170 million in Asean 

with mobile phones are unbanked,” Loh 

says.

Unlike in other jurisdictions where neo 

banks have mushroomed, such as Brazil, 

the UK and Europe, MAS has clearly stat-

ed criteria for digital banks, including cap-

ital and liquidity requirements that com-

ply with Basel III regulations. MAS has also 

asked for business models to show a path 

to profitability.

“[While MAS is keen to promote greater 

competition in the financial sector,] finan-

cial stability remains our foremost consider-

ation and we will not allow value-destruc-

tive business practices and unsustainable 

competitive behaviours that are detrimen-

tal to long-term financial stability,” Loh em-

phasises. 

Even as Singapore attracts new neo 

banks to be based here, the local banks 

have set up digital banks to serve digi-

tal natives outside the city state. Fintech 

has enabled them to do that, and the city 

state’s reputation as a fintech hub is given 

a boost as they employ new technologies to 

serve customers better. E
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Efforts to make green financing mainstream 
more urgent as climate concerns escalate

Chey: Th e Singapore FinTech Festival is a powerful platform to plug the sustainability agenda into the technology, innovation and fi nance ecosystem

 ALBERT CHUA/THE EDGE SINGAPORE
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p a u l i n e . wo ng @ b i z e d ge . co m

As the world faces unprecedented 

climate change, it has never been 

more evident that urgent action 

must to be taken. Monetary Au-

thority of Singapore (MAS) assis-

tant managing director (development and 

international) Benny Chey is under no illu-

sion as to the cost of failure to do so. 

“The consequences of inaction are se-

vere. Singapore, specifically, is vulnera-

ble to rising sea levels and more extreme 

weather patterns. Climate change is an ex-

istential threat for us, and combating cli-

mate change is now a national and region-

al security issue ” he stresses. Studies have 

shown that by 2050, several cities in the 

world will experience unprecedented cli-

mate shifts, Singapore being one of them. 

It is no surprise, then, that green finan-

cing has become a crucial element in the 

conversation about climate change and ar-

resting it before it is too late. In fact, in 

his National Day Rally 2019 speech, Prime 

Minister Lee Hsien Loong said $100 billion 

or more may be needed in the long term to 

protect Singapore against rising sea levels. 

Furthermore, it is estimated that over 

US$7 trillion ($9.5 trillion) a year is need-

ed to fulfill the United Nation’s Sustainable 

Development Goals, of which climate is one 

of the 17 goals.

Green financing is loosely defined by the 

United Nations as actions or activities tak-

en to increase the level of financial flows 

(banking, micro-credit, insurance and in-

vestment) from the public, private and not-

for-profit sectors to sustainable develop-

ment priorities. 

Unfortunately, says Chey, green finan-

cing is far from being mainstream, as it fac-

es several hurdles

“[First ] how do we define what is green 

and what is not? How do we measure the 

activities [that] are reported to qualify them 

as green? And when companies disclose 

their activities, what is the quality of the 

disclosure? The overall concern is the lack 

of consistent data sets and the potential in-

formation asymmetry,” he explains

There are efforts to streamline the defi-

nition of green financing. They include the 

recently released 404-page report by the Eu-

ropean Commission that provides guide-

lines on what qualifies as environmental-

ly friendly investment. Their purpose is to 

generate more private investments or redi-

rect existing funds, and help reach emis-

sions targets. 

Chey says, however, that there has yet to 

be a globally agreed definition for green fi-

nancing. In addition, even with the growing 

body of scientific evidence and the ability 

to process huge amounts of data on climate 

change, one cannot underestimate the chal-

lenge of understanding what it all means in 

practice, says Chey. 

“Even with the availability of data — 

with big data and technology today — what 

are the actionable insights? And how is it 

taking into account policy interactions? I 

think this is one of the reasons why finance 

has not stepped more forcefully into the 

picture.”

He says another reason is the “principal 

agent issue”, where there is a separation 

between the principal and the agent (that 

is, the person acting on the principal’s be-

half). The theory is if you separate the two, 

the decisions made might not be the same 

as those made if principal and agent were 

the same person.

“One of the manifestations of this sep-

aration is the acknowledgement of the 

problem by the agent, but it is not his 

mandate to resolve it. If the principal and 

agent are the same, the responsibility will 

be taken fully by the person,” he explains. 

“What it means is, for a bond issuer, the 

mandate is to fund as cheaply and reliably 

as possible on behalf of a company. For an 

investor acting on behalf of the asset own-

er, the focus is on returns, and he may not 

opt for green assets if it does not generate 

at least equivalent financial returns.” This 

then leads to a mismatch in purpose and 

outcome, where neither party is respon-

sible for the mandate to take on green fi-

nancing  

He adds that there is also a lack of confi-

dence in investing in sustainable activities, 

owing to a lack of data as well as a percep-

tion that there is an “early mover disadvan-

tage”

Chey says there is a wait-and-see at-

titude among companies, at least until it 

is clear to them what the risks are. There 

are also friction points for issuers getting 

into the green bond market. Among oth-

er things, they have to incur additional and 

explicit costs, so there is an issue of being 

penalised, so to speak, for doing good or 

going green, he adds.

“On the demand side, too, there is some 

hesitation. Is there evidence that investing 

in green helps? Is it within my mandate, is 

the regulator telling me to do something? 

So in the absence of demand, there may be 

inertia ” he points out.

MAS has stepped in to address some of 

the obstacles. “For example, in the areas 

of supervision and lending practices, MAS 

has included bank sustainability practic-

es in our supervisory assessment role, [to] 

strengthen [the banks’] efforts to integrate 

sustainability into their business models 

and risk management functions, in addi-

tion to discussions about best practices. 

These are best practices, not regulations, 

but doing so helps to move the financial 

institutions into a space where the data 

and knowledge gaps can be narrowed.”

In fact, adds Chey, The Association of 

Banks in Singapore in 2015 issued guide-

lines on responsible financing. The ob-

jective was to set minimum standards on 

responsible financing practices to be inte-

grated into the banks’ business models and 

risk management functions. 

In 2017, MAS issued a Guidance on 

Own-risk Self Assessment for insurance 

companies. It provides guidelines for in-

surance companies to consider environ-

mental risks and incorporate climate var-

iability scenarios when they run stress 

tests on their portfolios, further closing 

the knowledge gap. In terms of disclo-

sure, Chey says, despite the Singapore Ex-

change’s compulsory sustainability disclo-

sures for listed companies, there is still a 

long way to go.

He says to this end, the upcoming Singa-

pore FinTech Festival is a powerful platform 

to plug the sustainability agenda into the 

technology, innovation and finance ecosys-

tem, bringing them together and harnessing 

their collective capabilities.

“I think this coming together will cata-

lyse innovative solutions and really acceler-

ate [green financing] forward for Singapore 

and the region,” he adds.

Not only that, MAS is building up in-

dustry awareness, capacity and expertise 

in green financing by working with multi-

ple partners, including the International Fi-

nance Corporation and World Wide Fund 

for Nature. 

Chey believes the problem must be tack-

led holistically. “We incentivise — everyone 

loves that — but we also signal to everyone 

in the industry the kinds of activities we do 

not want or discourage.” 

He points out, however, that this top-

down approach will ultimately be over-

taken by an even more powerful driver of 

change — the bottom-up demand from a 

new generation of investors for green activ-

ities and assets that will push the realloca-

tion of resources into sustainable activities. 

“It’s coming. In terms of the new gen-

eration, the demand has been expressed 

much more in the private market space 

thus far. The demand for green and sus-

tainable projects  and impact investment 

is growing. It is only a matter of time that 

these bottom-up-driven forces drive the 

choices and decisions financial institutions 

make.” E
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nancial, [such as] environmental, social 

and governance,” says Walker. “From what 

we’ve seen in the past, a lot of the time, 

there’s been corporate governance issues, 

and we’re getting through them now. So, 

people now know that you can’t just look 

at financials; you really need to look at 

what’s under the bonnet.”

Indeed, a closer look at many of Asia’s 

largest companies shows that it is what 

lies under the surface that tells the great-

er story. The Refinitiv report found that, 

for many of Asia’s largest companies, 

there is still a gap between intention and 

action, with many companies implement-

ing policy change without establishing 

targets.

For example, it found that nearly two-

thirds (63%) of global companies have a 

policy to reduce emissions, up from 56% 

five years ago, but only one-third (35%) 

have specific reduction targets for emis-

sions, meaning many are setting policies 

without backing up their intentions.

“This is a big call-out to companies. It 

is one thing to have a policy, but you re-

ally need to have a target. What our data 

is showing is that, the companies that had 

targets are actually reducing their emis-

sions, but the ones that don’t have targets 

have been actually increasing emissions,” 

she says.

The companies in Asia that set carbon 

dioxide emission targets in 2013 achieved 

an 8% reduction in their collective emis-

sions over a five-year period, from 1.503 

billion tonnes to 1.385 billion tonnes an-

nually. Those that did not have targets, 

however, reported a 226% increase in CO2 

emissions over the same period — from 834 

million tonnes to 1.88 billion tonnes.

“So, it goes back to the old saying that 

what gets measured, gets managed,” says 

Walker. 

It is also not enough that funding is 

channelled in the right direction, but there 

is a crucial need to actively prevent it from 

being siphoned out in the wrong direction.

“So, [on the one hand,] we have an op-

portunity to fund sustainable finance. But, 

if we’re siphoning it out through money 

laundering or illicit trade, we have another 

thing,” she says. “There’s enough money to 

be invested in the right way in Asia, but we 

need to stop it from leaking out and plug 

the leaky bucket.”

To this end, the rise of digital financing 

and fintech has been instrumental in plug-

ging the illicit flows of funds, and Walker 

says this is the key to transforming sustain-

able financing.

No time to lose
Still, Walker agrees that the time for 

“awareness” is over.  “We don’t have 

enough time to waste. We need to move 

into mitigation and adaption,” she says. 

“We’re past the point that we can be 

light-handed and just coax people along.”

Hearteningly, there is a lot of movement 

in this regard. “Many central banks have 

formed committees and committed to the 

greening of the financial system, and are 

now very much looking at their role in the 

green economy,” she adds. “The UK, for ex-

ample, is actually stepping forward; Singa-

pore is very much on the front foot of fin-

tech and innovation.”

Walker says the question of our genera-

tion is: What is the price of our planet? “At 

the end of the day, it’s very simple econom-

ics. When you put a price on it, it’s going 

to cost more. Things will cost more when 

you price in the externalities, and we’ve 

been polluting for free for a long time.” E
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It has been four years since the United 

Nations (UN)  Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs) were established as the 

blueprint for achieving a better and more 

sustainable future for the world, encom-

passing 17 goals on addressing poverty, in-

equality, climate, environmental degrada-

tion, prosperity, and peace and justice. 

Yet, as it stands today, no country is on 

track to achieving them by the 2030 dead-

line.

When Julia Walker, head of market de-

velopment for Asia-Pacific at data analytics 

firm Refinitiv, attended the UN General As-

sembly and Climate Week NYC last month, 

there was definitely a sense of urgency in 

the air, and it bordered on panic, she says.

“If we don’t achieve [the SDGs], we 

leave millions to die, because it’s serious. 

We need to go into the great acceleration, 

and that means the private sector has to 

step up,” she tells The Edge Singapore.

Walker, co-author of the book Sustain-

able Development Goals: Harnessing Busi-

ness to Achieve the SDGs through Finance, 

Technology and Law Reform, is not one to 

mince words. She is quite clear that, for the 

SDGs to succeed, a step change is needed. 

Information gleaned from Refi ni tiv’s vast 

data pool shows that companies are not 

stepping up enough, the world no longer 

has the luxury of time, and nowhere in the 

world is this agenda for change more ur-

gent than in Asia. 

The world’s fastest-growing region, Asia 

is becoming its greatest polluter as well in 

its pursuit of growth. In fact, in the com-

ing decade, the region will be the growth 

engine of the world, with two-thirds of the 

global middle-class living in Asia by 2030. 

Drawing on Refinitiv’s Environment, So-

cial and Governance (ESG) database, which 

covers 70% of global market cap, a re-

port released by the firm called “Financ-

ing a Sustainable Future in Asia” looks at 

the performance of the largest companies 

across Asia and clearly demonstrates the 

link between sustainability and financing. 

“We can’t achieve it [the SDGs] without 

the private sector. We need companies and 

businesses to do their part. And it comes 

down to: How do we do it? Financing.

Money is the key,” says Walker.

The growth of sustainable financing has 

been incredible, with more than US$86.3 

trillion ($118.4 trillion) in investable assets 

committed to the Principles of Responsi-

ble Investing, says Walker. “We need US$7 

trillion a year to achieve the SDGs. So, if 

there’s US$86.3 trillion in assets, there’s 

enough money. It just needs to be chan-

nelled in the right direction.” Already, there 

is substantial growth in the issuance of 

green bonds. In Asia-Pacific and Japan, a 

record high of US$21.9 billion was raised 

in green bonds, up 29.6% from a year ago. 

According to the report, Southeast Asia also 

gained momentum, with US$3.3 billion 

worth of proceeds in 1H2019, up 36.1% 

y-o-y.

Looking beneath the surface
of sustainable fi nance
Yet, increasingly, it is not enough to look at 

the financials alone. “Sustainable financ-

ing means bringing in factors other than fi-

Companies in Asia that set CO2 emission targets in 2013 achieved an 8% reduction in their collective emissions over a fi ve-year period. 
Th ose that did not have targets reported a 226% increase.

REUTERS
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Walker: We can’t achieve [the SDGs] without the private sector

The time for a sustainable future is now;
private sector must play its part, says Refinitiv
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companies pioneered this model, which has 
since spread to big engineering and even 
property companies. 

For the start-ups, getting a big compa-
ny as a partner is fantastic validation and 
shortens time to market. For venture capital 
companies — which face the risks of tech-
nology, market and operations when they 
fund a start-up — market risk is mitigated if 
the start-up finds a partner in a big compa-
ny. “There’s a very strong synergy between 
what the start-up system is doing and what 
the innovation system is doing. This is mu-
tually reinforcing,” says Chow.

But if current conditions allow start-ups 
to thrive, why is there a need for the govern-
ment to play such an active role? The gov-
ernment, via the National Research Founda-
tion’s five-yearly Research, Innovation and 
Enterprise plan, is dishing out $19 billion 
between 2016 and 2020, up from $16 billion 
between 2011 and 2015. Of this, some $15 
billion has been allocated to R&D activities 
and the remaining $4 billion to fund start-
ups and companies keen to commercialist 
the technologies arising from the R&D.

Chow says while the numbers are big, 
it takes a long time to bring a technolo-
gy from lab to market and chances of suc-
cess vary. He adds that the government’s 
aim of funding start-ups and innovation is 
to get local companies to put the tradition-
al models of trading using middlemen, and 
competing on costs, behind them. For dec-
ades, both models served Singapore’s econ-
omy well, but they are harder to defend to-

day. “You need to quickly pivot to a model 
where you own the brand, the product or 
some of the secret process and secret sauce 
that allows you to charge a premium.”

Along the way, the government hopes to 
show there is value in supporting start-ups. 
“Instead of buying a property and living off 
rental income, I should invest in a compa-
ny, invest in a project,” he says.

Chow adds that Singapore is not the 
only government actively promoting start-
ups. Others such as the US have gone 
down this path before. The Silicon Valley 
would not have started if the US Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency had 
not hired US scientists to do R&D, which 
eventually led to the creation of technolo-
gies such as GPS and touchscreens. Over in 
 Europe, leading semiconductor company ST 
Microelectronics received state funding and 
support from the governments of France 
and Italy. 

 
International models
Similarly, the Israelis have created a sys-
tem that fosters innovation and the growth 
of numerous technology-based compa-
nies. Chow warns, however, that while it 
is tempting to hold up Israel as a model for 
Singapore, there are key differences. For 
one, Singapore is not a “war economy” and 
the government’s spending priorities should 
not be determined as such. 

Yet, there is an aspect Singapore can 
adopt: attracting talent. Israel was able to 
attract 800,000 Jews to emigrate from the 

Conditions in Singapore conducive to 
growth of start-ups

B Y  C H A N  C H AO  P E H
c h a o p e h . c h a n @ b i z e d ge . co m

 

For years, the Singapore govern-
ment has been promoting entrepre-
neurship and innovation to build a 
stronger local community of busi-
nesses that can help create jobs and 

grow the GDP. Edwin Chow, assistant CEO 
of Enterprise Singapore, knows the scene 
more intimately than many civil servants 
promoting entrepreneurship and innova-
tion. He tried it more than a decade ago 
and, in his own words, “failed miserably”.

Back then, Chow and his partners came 
up with the idea of a handset designed 
for the elderly who lived independent-
ly.  Instead of the tiny buttons in the Nokia 
phones that were popular at the time, 
Chow wanted to build a phone with a sim-
ple layout. It would enable users to keep 
track of their medical appointments and 
get in touch with their children. He man-
aged to interest a few nursing homes but 
before the product could be launched, two 
things happened. First, the iPhone was in-
troduced, and whatever services and func-
tions Chow’s phone had could now easi-
ly be installed through an app. Then, the 
2008 global financial crisis struck and any 
chance of acquiring additional funding dis-
appeared.

Yet, that stint gave him first-hand experi-
ence at running a start-up. He understands 
the struggles and factors needed to suc-
ceed, and he believes the conditions today 
are better than ever for start-ups to grow in 
Singapore. “You have [global crowdfunding 
platform] Kickstarter, crowdfunding plat-
forms, you have grants from Enterprise Sin-
gapore, you have help from so many ac-
celerators and incubators. So, if I were 10 
years younger, three kids fewer and if I had 
the same idea today, I wouldn’t be talking 
to you,” quips Chow during an interview 
with The Edge Singapore.

A decade ago, when Chow was try-
ing to get his start-up off the ground, there 
were about 3,000 tech start-ups in total. To-
day, the number has increased by a third to 
4,000. At the time, there was just a handful 
of active investors whereas today, there are 
about 100 active incubators and accelerators 
that are helping to draw in venture capital 
 money and investing their own money. 

The deal sizes have grown too. While a 
typical seed round would call for $250,000 
in venture capital and value the start-ups 
at between $1 million and $2 million, now 
many start-ups can attract more than $1 
million in the seed round and be valued at 
$5 million.

Most tellingly, the value of deals done 
has surged. In the first nine months of 
2019, a whopping $13.4 billion was invest-
ed in start-ups in 437 deals — up 36% from 
the same period last year. Nearly half of 
this amount — $6.6 billion — was raised 
by Grab but, even if that is stripped out, the 
total value of deals is easily 20 times that of 
a decade ago, says Chow.

Strong synergy
Start-ups are enjoying not just more fund-
ing, but also better access to markets. For 
one, many big companies are now happy to 
work with start-ups, such as inviting them 
to come up with solutions to their prob-
lems. Biotechnology and pharmaceutical 

Chow: There’s a very strong synergy between what the start-up system is doing and what the innovation 
system is doing. This is mutually reinforcing.

ENTERPRISE SINGAPORE

Soviet Union, including many scientists and 
engineers. Chow relates the story of how an 
Israeli stumbled upon his building cleaner 
one evening peering at technical documents 
left on the table. As it turned out, the clean-
er was a recent Russian immigrant and a 
doctorate holder in astrophysics from the 
Russian Academy of Sciences. He was hired 
by the Israeli. “That’s how you absorb tal-
ent,” says Chow.

There are already formal ties to tap Isra-
el’s technological capabilities and innova-
tion. Under the Singapore-Israel Industrial 
R&D Foundation, the countries team up to 
fund R&D projects and then help commer-
cialise the outcome in each other’s regional 
markets. Chow acknowledges that perhaps 
more than 10 years ago, the technology was 
mainly from Israel while Singapore played a 
bigger role in funding. However, that imbal-
ance is being corrected. Funding is shared 
and more Singapore technology is being de-
veloped. Similar arrangements have been 
put in place with other countries, such as 
Germany.

 
Big market
Singapore’s efforts to promote start-ups and 
entrepreneurship have made many, includ-
ing those who are overseas, sit up and pay 
attention. Anecdotally, start-ups led by for-
eign founders have set up shop here. When 
asked why, their reasons are usually that 
Singapore is an easy place to do business, a 
springboard to Southeast Asia or generous 
with funding, both private and public. 

Chow stresses that while there is plen-
ty of government funding and support for 
start-ups, there are many conditions at-
tached to ensure the funds go to deserv-
ing companies. For example, Enterprise Sin-
gapore, one of the main administrators of 
such government funding, provides funding 
in the form of grants or equity. Grants are 
given only to companies that are at least 
30% Singaporean-owned. Other schemes 
include one where the funding can be con-
verted to equity and the government be-
comes an eventual shareholder of the start-
up. The list of criteria includes having an 
accredited mentor to agree that the start-
ups are on the right track and put in a cor-
responding amount of investment in the 
form of “sweat equity”. 

Chow disagrees with the suggestion 
that many foreign start-ups relocate to Sin-
gapore because of the availability of easy 
funding and sometimes pulling a fast one 
after obtaining it. “Maybe, 10 years ago, 
you could still find suckers. Was the gov-
ernment a sucker? Maybe. But now, you 
have accelerators, incubators and [venture 
capitalists], and they have their own mon-
ey in. If the start-ups can convince them, 
then okay, you are a damn good salesman. 
I hope you can correct the misperception. 
As far as we are concerned, we are very 
clear. This one I will defend and push back 
hard.”

At the end of the day, Chow believes 
there is plenty of potential for start-ups in 
Singapore — there are 7,000 MNCs, 2,000 
large local companies and 30,000 small and 
medium-size enterprises with $10 million 
and above in turnover here. If the start-ups 
are targeting the regional consumer market, 
there is Indonesia, with its population of 
300 million mostly young people, close by. 
“The market is here,” he stresses. E
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where products come from,” Larsen adds. 

Track and trace is a system that determines 

the inputs and processes that go into a 

product. For the purposes of SDF, this is a 

challenging process, as data on the impact 

on the environment is incomplete. 

There is some success with rubber in the 

manufacture of tyres. The bank has part-

nered with Halcyon Agri Corp, a rubber 

producer, to use DLT to track the production 

of rubber from the origins of the tree all the 

way to the tyre. “If you could trace the rub-

ber, all the way from source and, ultimate-

ly, as it makes its way into our tyres, and if 

you can create that transparency and there 

is proof that the rubber comes from a plan-

tation that has sustainable practices and 

where they don’t cut down trees, the con-

sumer is willing to pay a premium for this,” 

Larsen says.  “We’ve seen it happening. And 

it can be applied to cocoa, coffee and fish.” 

Third is sustainable practices to create 

bankable products. “This is where you use 

technology and data to nudge people to do 

the right things,” Larsen says. To commit 

to sustainable practices, banks such as DBS 

need to focus on what Larsen describes as 

missing data. 

“If you don’t have data you don’t know 

what’s doing good or not. You actually 

know very little about the environmental 

and social impact of any investment prod-

uct you buy. We want to use data to have 

deep conversation so that our clients can 

make a decision. And we think about how 

we can redirect funds, how we can work 

with our institutional and corporate clients, 

our private banking clients and our larger 

retail clients.” 

Blockchain to track and trace 
HeveaConnect, the DBS-Halcyon Agri digi-

tal marketplace for rubber, aims to connect 

farmers, rubber producers and tyre manu-

facturers in an integrated ecosystem, offer-

ing a convenient one-stop shop for partic-

ipants in the natural rubber supply chain. 

Through HeveaConnect, natural rubber pro-

ducers and consumers can track pricing 

and supply information and transact direct-

ly on the platform, promoting greater price 

transparency in the industry. Other offer-

ings provided include access to value-added 

services such as financing, insurance and 

logistics.

“Imagine doing this for fish, describing 

the batch of different fish, where the head 

goes somewhere and the fillet goes some-

where else. The fish starts as one project 

but ends up in different products. All these 

different products can be traced using DLT,” 

Larsen says.

Banks have started to help with the de-

ployment of satellites and blockchain tech-

nology to increase the auditability and 

transparency of value chains to verify that 

products are produced sustainably. For in-

stance, DBS and Agrocorp International 

are collaborating to provide an end-to-end 

cross-border blockchain trade platform for a 

commodity supply chain network, compris-

ing farmers, exporters, traders and end-cus-

tomers. Benefits include the ability to offer 

supply chain participants real-time updates 

on commodity prices and delivery informa-

tion, and trade financing approval for or-

ders coming in from anywhere in the world. 

With the implementation of the blockchain 

platform, Agrocorp and its counterparties 

can also enjoy a more seamless and secure 

transfer of goods ownership and payments. 

Initially, the blockchain platform will 

connect about 4,500 farmers in Agrocorp’s 

network in Australia to end-customers such 

as supermarkets and restaurants. With ac-

cess to real-time pricing and supply infor-

mation, suppliers and end-customers are 

currently able to carry out “live” transac-

tions at any time and track the delivery of 

orders on-the-go, allowing both sides to 

better manage their stock inventories.

Agrocorp plans to broaden the reach 

of the blockchain platform from Austra-

lia to its other key origination markets, in-

cluding Canada, Myanmar, Ivory Coast and 

Ukraine, in the next 12 to 18 months. The 

commodities trading company also intends 

to increase the variety of commodities trad-

ed on the blockchain platform from pulses 

such as mung beans and chickpeas, to cere-

als, cotton, edible nuts and oilseeds.

In September, DBS announced a multi-

DBS expands fintech’s purpose beyond digital banking
with sustainable products, risk assessment 

B Y  G O O L A  WA R D E N 
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Mikkel Larsen, chief sustainability 

officer at DBS Group Holdings, 

sees fintech’s purpose as more 

than making banking accessi-

ble and convenient to millions 

with a mobile phone. Increasingly, fintech, 

which has made banking easy through 

smartphones and been a force for good by 

fostering financial inclusion in emerging 

Asia, can through Sustainable Digital Fi-

nance (SDF) also provide solutions to the 

most pressing global problem of our times: 

sustainability and climate change.

DBS contributed to a publication, Sus-

tainable Digital Finance in Asia, along with 

the Sustainable Digital Finance Alliance, an 

organisation founded by Ant Financial Ser-

vices and UN Environment.

“SDF is about financing technologies 

that allow banks to have a positive environ-

mental or social impact,” Larsen says. 

DBS’s carbon footprint from its banking 

activity is tiny. “The reality is 99% of our 

carbon footprint comes from who we lend 

to. If I want to have the lowest footprint I 

shouldn’t be lending to aviation, agricul-

ture and shipping because all three are car-

bon-intensive,” Larsen says. Think Olam, 

Singapore Airlines, SIA Engineering and 

ST Engineering. 

“What we can do is help. We can help 

these clients reduce the carbon intensity 

and that’s what we’ve been doing in auto-

mobile, shipping and agriculture,” Larsen 

continues. “The real economy is carbon-

inten sive. So, you can choose to make a 

positive impact by redirecting your finance 

to those that are less carbon-intensive.” 

For instance, the increasing use of electric 

vehicles can resolve some of the emission is-

sues. “Shipping and aviation are much hard-

er, as the weight of those vehicles is much 

heavier. I think there is some breakthrough 

in aviation but shipping is a really hard 

problem. Many shipowners are trying to 

shift from bunker to [liquefied natural gas], 

which is a transition fuel,” Larsen says.

Sustainable digital fi nance  
By using technologies, data can be captured 

by sensors in the environment and struc-

tured to integrate sustainability into existing 

products and services. 

As Larsen tells it, there are three ways 

in which SDF can have a real impact. “First 

is financial inclusion. There are 1.7 bil-

lion people who don’t have access to basic 

banking products,” he says. Access to ba-

sic financial products — such as bank ac-

counts and loans — through a digital bank 

can improve lives.  

Second is sustainable finance. DBS has 

collaborated with organisations to use tech-

nologies such as distributed ledger technol-

ogy (DLT), application programming inter-

face (API) and artificial intelligence, along 

with reams of data, to track-trace the ori-

gins of a product to determine whether it 

was produced sustainably. “Sustainable fi-

nance is where you redirect funding us-

ing technology and data to get money to 

move in the right direction where it wasn’t 

before,” he explains. If you have the right 

data, this creates a higher impact than us-

ing just financial information. 

“It’s about track-tracing, so you know 

Larsen: You can choose to make a positive impact by redirecting your fi nance to those that are less carbon-intensive

tier financing facility on a logistics blockchain 

platform named Rong-E Lian to help small 

and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Chi-

na get quicker access to trade financing. 

Another example of tracking and tracing 

in which DBS is not involved is conflict dia-

monds. “You need the data to show wheth-

er the mine the diamond is from is good 

or bad. But the very first thing you need is 

capturing the data,” Larsen says.

Democratising data 
SDF needs data, hence the need to “democ-

ratise” data, that is, making data available 

to everyone “so we can understand where 

the money is flowing”.   

Data allows banks to provide tailored in-

vestment products that create not only a fi-

nancial outcome but also achieve specific 

environmental outcomes. 

Private wealth has an important role in 

mobilising capital into SDF products. Banks 

can use data analytics to build personalised 

investment portfolios for high-net-worth cli-

ents based on their sustainability prefer-

ences. This may introduce a source of more 

“patient capital” from impact investors who 

still seek financial returns.

Green products 
Fintech can be used to certify and monitor 

the origins of capital market instruments 

such as green bonds. Digitalising bond of-

ferings brings down the cost of obtaining 

and reporting environmental data for green 

bonds, allowing many more companies, es-

pecially SMEs, to meet the requirements to 

issue green bonds. Although Asian green 

bond issuance reached US$43.4 billion in 

2017, only a very small portion of green as-

sets is financed by capital market instru-

ments certified as “green”.

Elsewhere, banks may open additional 

APIs to collaborate with external partners 

that commit to designing new green prod-

ucts. Alternatively, banks — which have 

customers’ data through their transaction 

accounts — can analyse data on individu-

al consumers’ consumption patterns and 

lifestyle choices. Algorithms can structure 

this data and turn it into individualised en-

vironmental footprints from consumption, 

compare trends across peer groups and de-

mographics, and develop peer competition 

incentives using social media.

“We don’t have a vocabulary to discuss 

the social and environmental impact. If I 

said DBS made $5 billion this year, it means 

something. If I said we made 10 tonnes of 

carbon this year, does that make a differ-

ence for you?” Larsen wonders. In the fu-

ture, though, companies are likely to start 

capturing and reporting data on the envi-

ronment. Emitting 10 tonnes of carbon will 

have meaning for investors, Larsen sug-

gests. 

“We need to democratise data to make it 

understandable for everyone; we also need 

the equivalent of IFRS [International Finan-

cial Reporting Standards] and FASB [Finan-

cial Accounting Standards Board] to give 

sustainable environment standards on what 

companies report. If I’m having a glass-

half-full day, I would say it took financial 

standards that long to get to [IFRS]. So, we 

will get there with sustainable environmen-

tal standards. [But] if I’m on a glass-half-

empty day, we are nowhere near,” Larsen 

says. E

 ALBERT CHUA/THE EDGE SINGAPORE
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API Exchange not a ‘success’ yet, but will enhance 
fintech collaboration to solve financial inclusion problem

Mohanty says the APIX platform expedites the process for banks and fi ntech start-ups to mutually fi nd the 
right partner 

 ALBERT CHUA/THE EDGE SINGAPORE
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Two years ago, Sopnendu  Mohanty 

had coffee with a senior official 

of a multilateral agency. It was a 

casual meet-up, but the coffee ses-

sion turned into a serious discus-

sion about financial inclusion. While Mo-

hanty enjoyed the exchange of ideas over 

sips of coffee, it inspired him to create the 

API Exchange (APIX). “That was the gen-

esis of APIX,” says Mohanty, who is chief 

fintech officer of the Monetary Authority of 

Singapore.

APIX is the world’s first cross-border, 

open-architecture platform that facilitates 

collaborations between financial institu-

tions — such as banks — and fintech start-

ups. It was launched at last year’s Singa-

pore FinTech Festival (SFF). 

The platform allows banks and fintech 

start-ups to conduct experiments in a sand-

box. In particular, banks are able to access 

fintech solutions through application pro-

gramming interfaces (APIs) to drive digi-

tal transformation and financial inclusion 

across Asia-Pacific. APIs are a set of func-

tions and procedures that allow for the cre-

ation of applications that access the data 

and features of other applications,  services 

or operating systems. So far, APIX has 

signed up 70 banks and 150 fintech start-

ups across 19 countries — mostly from 

Asean but also from other parts of Asia, 

 Europe and North America.

Mohanty says many people talk about fi-

nancial inclusion in terms of how to get the 

unbanked segment to open a bank account 

and obtain credit. However, financial in-

clusion goes deeper than that, according to 

him. “There is a structural problem to that. 

My question to the gentleman with whom 

I had coffee was: Are we solving the issue 

fundamentally?” he tells The Edge Singa-

pore in a recent interview.

Infrastructure gap
The way Mohanty sees it, the current infra-

structure that enables banks to reach the 

unbanked segment needs a “massive up-

grade”. Most banks in emerging markets 

(EMs), especially in rural areas, face prob-

lems in onboarding new customers. The 

solution is to employ new methods by lev-

eraging technology.

However, many of these banks are small 

and do not have the financial capability to 

invest in the relevant technology and infra-

structure. One way to solve this is for them 

to tie up with fintech start-ups that have al-

ready figured out how to onboard new cus-

tomers. That way, the banks do not have to 

reinvent the wheel and make a massive in-

vestment outlay. Yet, there are challenges to 

getting both parties to work together.

Based on anecdotal feedback received 

by MAS, Mohanty notes that the majori-

ty of banks had difficulty finding the right 

fintech start-up that could solve their prob-

lems. A significant number of banks also 

found it difficult to evaluate fintech start-

ups as potential partners. Other hurdles in-

cluded obtaining internal approvals to run 

a proof of concept project and scaling of 

the solution provided by the fintech start-

up. Furthermore, banks faced challenges in 

working together with the fintech start-ups 

on the POC projects. 

From the fintech start-ups’ perspective, 

Mohanty notes that a large number of them 

found it difficult to meet banks for the first 

time to pursue potential tie-ups. Even if 

they did, fintech start-ups faced challeng-

es in getting to the POC stage, because the 

banks had to get internal clearances from 

the procurement/vendor management, legal 

and IT departments. As a result, a majority 

of fintech start-ups took six to 12 months to 

secure a POC project, leading to few imple-

mentations of POC projects. This, in turn, 

translated into fewer production orders.

Adding insult to injury, a majority of fin-

tech start-ups did not get paid after con-

ducting the POC projects, as the banks ex-

pected them to be implemented for free. 

“They are not compensated enough for do-

ing so much and they end up running into 

cash-flow problems so that they eventually 

wind up,” he says. 

APIX plays matchmaker
How can APIX solve these problems? Mo-

hanty says the platform expedites the pro-

cess for banks and fintech start-ups to mu-

tually find the right partner. Banks can 

perform their due diligence faster. Upon 

finding the right partner, the banks can con-

duct experiments using the APIs provided on 

APIX. All of this is conducted on the cloud.

To illustrate, Mohanty uses the example 

of a rural bank in Indonesia that is looking 

for an image processing solution to make 

its know-your-customer procedures more 

efficient. However, such a solution is only 

provided by a fintech start-up based in Nor-

way. Under normal circumstances, the rural 

bank may not engage with the Norwegian 

fintech start-up because it is unlikely to be 

aware of the latter’s existence. And even if 

it is, it is difficult for both parties to meet to 

explore a potential collaboration, he says. 

Who will bear the costs of the trip? Lan-

guage may also be a barrier.

With APIX, however, the rural bank in 

Indonesia can engage with the Norwegian 

fintech start-up solely on the cloud, says 

Mohanty. Neither party needs to physical-

ly meet the other, thus saving on flight, ac-

commodation and meal costs. Any lan-

guage barriers can be minimised, as the 

only language that is really required is soft-

ware. If the experiment on APIX produces a 

positive result, both parties can arrange for 

a physical meet-up to ink a formal agree-

ment. This avoids unnecessary sunk costs.

Essentially, APIX replaces the need for 

banks to establish an innovation lab. Ac-

cording to Mohanty, innovation labs are an 

expensive method for banks to discover fin-

tech start-ups to potentially work together. 

“The innovation process of discover, design 

and deploy is now entirely on the cloud, 

not in physical premises. That dramatical-

ly reduces costs and makes it affordable for 

banks in Asean and other EMs,” he says. 

“Rural banks can now employ fintech solu-

tions to better serve their customers. This 

enables financial inclusion.”

But if the aim is to build better infra-

structure to enable financial inclusion, why 

not allow the fintech start-ups to provide 

their solutions without the involvement of 

banks? After all, fintech start-ups are meant 

to disrupt the status quo. 

According to Mohanty, only 20% of fin-

tech start-ups are in direct competition with 

banks, while the remainder 80% are com-

plementary to the latter. Hence, it would 

make better sense to collaborate than to 

compete, he says. After all, the banks are 

already well-established and may have bet-

ter insight into customers, he adds.

“The answer to [the financial inclusion 

problem] is not to find a new fintech start-

up to solve it. The answer can be found in 

the banks, which have been in operation 

for many years. Why can’t we just help the 

banks to rapidly digitise? The bank manag-

er understands the people; banks just lack 

the right tools to deliver financial servic-

es in a cheaper, faster and better way,” he 

says. “You can always argue about market 

forces, but it need not be all about compe-

tition. The Asian story is about collabora-

tion; and we [are bringing] banks and fin-

tech start-ups [together].”

New iteration
Although APIX has been operating for 

about a year now, Mohanty declines to a 

call it a “success” yet. This is because the 

platform is still new and will have to un-

dergo upgrades to better meet the needs of 

banks and fintech start-ups, he says. These 

upgrades are in response to feedback re-

ceived from stakeholders after MAS em-

barked on a roadshow in Myanmar and 

Cambodia to explain and showcase APIX to 

potential users. In fact, a new iteration of 

APIX will be launched at this year’s SFF, af-

ter which the “real activity” will occur, says 

Mohanty.

For now, he declines to reveal how 

much “activity” has occurred on APIX ex-

cept to say that it is “not significant”. Still, 

he notes that five prototypes resulting from 

the collaborations between five banks and 

five fintech start-ups will be announced 

and showcased at this year’s SFF. 

If all goes according to plan, a new fea-

ture will be introduced on APIX early next 

year. It will allow investors, who may want 

to invest in these fintech start-ups, access 

to activity data. Mohanty says this feature 

aims to solve the pain point of investors, 

who do not fully understand the unique 

selling proposition of a fintech start-up. 

This is especially so for B2B fintech start-

ups, as their value may not be easily meas-

ured.

By allowing investors access to APIX, 

they can find out the value provided by the 

fintech start-up through its involvement 

with the banks on the platform. Investors 

may rely on quantifiable criteria, such as 

the number of prototypes completed, to as-

sist in the investment evaluation process. 

“It’s like a pitchbook with real live data,” 

Mohanty says. E
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alysts. “The issue here for banks is to hire 

top talent for data analytics. Even in Singa-

pore, it is getting harder and harder to find 

top talent,” says Iwata.

The competition for top talent has driven 

salaries sky high. Banks are competing with 

other industries, including hot start-ups and 

tech companies from Silicon Valley. NEC is 

focusing on finding a solution by providing 

and automating data analytics services.

“The issue is the high cost for data sci-

ence talent — there is more demand than 

supply. We are trying to tackle this issue 

by providing a service to automate the data 

science process so that entry data science 

analysts or engineers can perform and get 

results like top data scientists,” Iwata says.

NEC, one of the largest and most re-

nowned technology companies in Japan, is 

already providing such a service to banks 

in its home market. The company has inte-

grated its data science automation software 

with banking services. This integration and 

automation will allow banks and financial 

institutions to unlock new opportunities 

from understanding their customers better, 

improved credit assessment and matching 

businesses. According to Iwata, these are 

basic functions for banks.

Traditionally, understanding the custom-

er meant segmenting them into age bands, 

sex, marital status and income level. This 

meant products were more general than 

specific to customers.

“It is like providing clothes that are 

sized S, M and L. But what data analytics 

can do for customer profiling is really un-

derstand who the customers are. Rather 

than provide clothes sized S, M and L, you 

can provide clothes that are the correct fit 

for the customer,” says Iwata.

This is what artificial intelligence (AI) 

and data analytics can do for financial insti-

tutions. With deeper insights into custom-

ers, more products and services can be tai-

lored for each customer.

This, then, leads to better credit risk as-

sessment as financial institutions get a bet-

ter understanding of customers. This will 

allow customers to get the best interest 

rates, based on the financial institutions’ 

understanding of them. “You will be able to 

get the best interest and credit rates for the 

customers,” Iwata explains.

Leveraging the data would also allow 

financial institutions to match business-

es through a digital platform, he says. This 

opens up opportunities for small and medi-

um-sized enterprises (SMEs) through finan-

cial institutions.

“We started offering this business 

matching service in Japan, and it is one 

of the things financial institutions can do. 

SMEs have great products, but lack resourc-

es. But if you can match their supply and 

demand through digital channels and AI, 

you can help them have access to the right 

customers, with low marginal cost,” says 

Iwata.

To him, digital banking would be a 

combination of things such as risk assess-

ment and helping businesses grow through 

matching them with customers on a digi-

tal platform. “Banks are in the best place 

to understand what the business is doing. 

Human research has limitations, and that 

is where technology can come in and un-

derstand each business more easily and 

match their needs in a cost-effective way,” 

he says.
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With the adoption of technolo-

gy, banking has evolved from 

physical branches with hu-

man tellers to automated tell-

er machines to online plat-

forms where transactions are carried out 

without entering a bank branch. 

Today, banking is undergoing yet an-

other evolution with digital technologies, 

which have enabled some banks to be 

wholly digital, without any physical pres-

ence. These changes in banking are the re-

sult of the availability of data and the abili-

ty to interpret the data, according to Daichi 

Iwata, director of the digital integration di-

vision at NEC Corp. 

“Some people say digital banking is an 

extension of the current banking through 

the smartphone, but I think it is going to be 

totally different. It will be based on a deep-

er understanding of people and businesses, 

with data to provide services on demand,” 

says Iwata in an interview with The Edge 

Singapore.

Banking is about understanding people 

and businesses, and technology is about 

providing better insights and more infor-

mation for banks and financial institutions. 

Technology is providing more precise and 

cheaper analytics, which can help financial 

institutions identify customers better.

 “You can identify people through digital 

channels much better than through phys-

ical channels. By combining insights, in-

formation and identity, product genera-

tion and delivery for banking is going to 

change,” says Iwata.

Data science and automation will be the 

driving forces for the changes banks will 

face as they turn digital. Data collection is 

going to get easier, and integrating the data, 

including data other than banking transac-

tions, will also get easier. The hard part, ac-

cording to Iwata, is the ability of organisa-

tions to automate data science.

“There are only a few people well versed 

enough in data science and analytics to un-

derstand people and create new products. 

But if you automate the data science pro-

cess, more people can be involved in dig-

ital banking product generation and offer-

ings. Offering such automation is going to 

change a lot of things,” says Iwata.

While not all banks might need to go 

digital, the opportunities might prove hard 

to miss out on. Iwata notes that going dig-

ital might help bank the unbanked, which 

makes up a significant portion of the South-

east Asian population.

“[The unbanked] have a hard time iden-

tifying themselves; this can be solved with 

a digital identity. If they can prove who 

they are through the data they generate 

from working or payment or other exchang-

es, banks can start offering them new ser-

vices,” he says. “These are new opportuni-

ties for banks to capture, and I know some 

banks are opting for these opportunities 

and some are not. This is dependent on the 

bank’s strategy.”

 

AI to the rescue
Going digital can prove to be lucrative for 

banks and financial institutions, but there 

are limitations to their digital push: the 

tight talent pool of data scientists and an-

Iwata: Our goal is to be a leading player in the digital banking solutions space, through data science 
automation, banking as a service, data governance and security by design

NEC

NEC has wide portfolio of products to help
banks transcend limitations

These are also part of the broader digital 

trends NEC is seeing from its banking cus-

tomers. As financial institutions turn dig-

ital, it would result in a win-win situation 

for both the customers and the institutions. 

 

Ensuring security
In this day and age of data breaches and 

hacked servers, going digital will also re-

quire financial institutions to consider secu-

rity. Digital banking requires not just digital 

solutions but also a community to support 

financial institutions as they go digital. 

“Banks want to go digital to serve cus-

tomers better and grasp new opportunities. 

But there is a risk in cybersecurity and data 

governance. If there is a community to sup-

port the banks to go digital — people who 

care about security and data governance is-

sues, a community around the banking eco-

system — banks can easily go digital. With-

out people playing that role, it would be 

harder for banks to go digital,” says Iwata.

NEC has a huge portfolio of technologi-

cal capabilities. One key area is its strength 

in cybersecurity, using technology such as 

biometrics. The company is also enhanc-

ing its solutions with digital identity, secu-

rity by design and data governance, so that 

banks can go digital more easily without 

overthinking the risks.

“Our goal is to be a leading player in the 

digital banking solutions space, through 

data science automation, banking as a ser-

vice, data governance and security by de-

sign. We have strong assets and good cus-

tomers; with our banking-as-a-service 

software solutions, we have data science 

services, and cybersecurity as our strength. 

By combining these good assets and collab-

orating with fintech start-ups, we can of-

fer digital banking services that [prioritise] 

data governance and cybersecurity,” says 

Iwata.    

Along with these services, NEC is also in 

the cryptography space, with R&D focused 

on improving encryption. This is one of 

NEC’s strong suits, according to Iwata. Pri-

vate and public key encryption as well hash 

encryption are methods to ensure data in-

tegrity.  

“Crypto is a combination of technolo-

gies such as signatures, hash, encryption 

and keyless encryption. We have combined 

these technologies to better suit the increas-

ing risk of cyberattacks,” says Iwata.

Ensuring cybersecurity is a challenge 

that never ends, with new threats constant-

ly on the horizon. Iwata’s solution is to cul-

tivate resilience, as financial institutions 

continue to fight against these threats. “It’s 

about fixing systems to become better. I 

think it’s a cycle, to understand and detect 

what happens and become more resilient 

after that. It’s not about a one-time solution 

but a life cycle of security,” he says.

Digital banking opportunities are for 

all, not just financial institutions. Custom-

ers benefit too, as the case of the unbanked 

population shows. For example, NEC has 

a financial inclusion gateway in India, for 

which a handful of banks signed up. An-

other example — citizens in India can do 

banking transactions using their biometrics. 

NEC’s solution can also help other coun-

tries looking to solve this problem as well. 

“NEC wants to do more in this space and 

will be doing more in the coming years,” 

says Iwata. E
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